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Abstract. The essence and value of Linked Data lies in the ability of humans and machines to query, access and reason upon
highly structured and formalised data. Ontology structures provide an unambiguous description of the structure and content of
data. While a multitude of software applications and visualisation systems have been developed over the past years for Linked
Data, there is still a significant gap that exists between applications that consume Linked Data and interfaces that have been
designed with significant focus on aesthetics. Though the importance of aesthetics in affecting the usability, effectiveness and
acceptability of user interfaces have long been recognised, little or no explicit attention has been paid to the aesthetics of Linked
Data applications. In this paper, we introduce a formalised approach to developing aesthetically pleasing Semantic Web interfaces
by following aesthetic principles and guidelines identified from literature. We apply such principles to design and develop a
generic approach of using visualisations to support exploration of Linked Data, in an interface that is pleasing to users. This
provides users with means to browse ontology structures, enriched with statistics of the underlying data, facilitating exploratory
activities and enabling visual query for highly precise information needs. We evaluated our approach in three ways: an initial
objective evaluation comparing our approach with other well-known interfaces for the Semantic Web and two user evaluations
with Semantic Web researchers.
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1. Introduction

The human response to aesthetics has been a sub-
ject of study and experimentation for a long time in
cognitive psychology, art and industrial design. Aes-
thetics, or the “pleasure attained from sensory percep-

*Corresponding author. E-mail: S.Mazumdar@sheffield.ac.uk.

tion” [35] plays a significant part in any product de-
sign. Norman [63] describes that beautifully designed
products make users feel positive and good, thereby
putting them in a state of mind that makes them more
receptive and open. Semantic Web and Linked Data
Interfaces have traditionally been designed and evalu-
ated performance and reliability, with few evaluations
focussing on usability [43,52]. In addition to a greater
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stress on usability and user experience1, a lot of con-
sideration also needs to be paid to aesthetics while de-
signing products [42].

Attention toward how aesthetic pleasure affect per-
ceived usability of interfaces began with the findings
of Kurosu and Kashimura [50], where the authors at-
tempted to draw a correlation between users’ perceived
usability and perceived visual aesthetics. Their results
indicated that visually appealing interfaces were per-
ceived to be easier to use. Tractinsky et al. [78] re-
peated the experiment using a more rigorous approach
and proposed the notion “what is beautiful is usable”
to establish a relation between the perceived usabil-
ity and aesthetics — showing a strong correlation be-
tween the perceived aesthetics and usability. Similar
experiments evaluating different versions of websites
[49] and designs of DVD players [18] indicated that
the perceived quality of information being delivered to
the users is influenced by the interaction style of the
system.

Considerable research has been conducted in under-
standing the human perception of aesthetics and iden-
tifying principles that can provide a more aesthetically
pleasing experience, an explicit focus on aesthetics for
Linked Data and Semantic Web applications has been
highly limited. Few works note the attention to and
the need for aesthetics [38,25,19,68], a more system-
atic approach toward aesthetically designed interfaces
for the Semantic Web is largely missing. The work
discussed in this paper is part of our effort aimed at
making Semantic Data easily accessible to users. Ini-
tially we looked at the use of semantically rich data in
the aerospace industry and paired dynamic query with
multiple visualisations [66]; through a user-centred de-
sign process we identified both the data and the key
interaction features that composed the foundation of a
highly interactive system for data exploration. The ini-
tial successful example pushed us to seek a more gen-
eral approach that could be applied to any Linked Data
set irrespective of the nature of the data. The idea was
that any Linked Data could be seen and manipulated
through a generic user interface.

A dashboard interface was designed, developed and
evaluated with users [57,56]: the focus was on provid-
ing multiple, complementary visualisations on the re-

1A significant lack of attention to usability and user experience
has been a concern to the community. Indeed, David R. Karger’s
talk (http://videolectures.net/eswc2013_karger_semantic/) stressing
the need for designing Semantic Web solutions with explicit atten-
tion to users bears testimony to the urgent need for such solutions

sult of retrieved set out of very large linked-data repos-
itories. A number of views widely applicable across
a number of different data sets (e.g. time, space, tag-
cloud, statistics, etc.) were tested on different data
sets (botanic data and DBpedia). The user evalua-
tion clearly showed that the dashboard display was ef-
fective and engaging and that domain-specific views
would have been useful to domain experts interested in
digging into the data set for knowledge discovery. As
much as the output was appreciated, the mechanism for
providing input was criticised. As the goal was to pro-
vide a generic interface for interacting with the data,
the data structure was looked at and presented to the
user as a set of features to be composed in a query
form. This approach clearly did not work even with
users knowledgeable in the domain (botanists, biolo-
gists and ecologists). While the visualisation of results
was solid, a serious re-thinking of the way linked-data
could be presented to users for an initial exploration
and query composition was needed. This is the purpose
of the work in this paper: it is an attempt to explore
alternative ways of looking at Linked Data starting
from a visual art approach that favours a neat design
and aesthetics to information abundance and bare func-
tion. Our interest is not on proving the same frame-
work works for Linked Data, but to see if by com-
bining aesthetic principles and functionalities, a new
way of interacting with Linked Data can be proposed
that is more engaging and effective. In this paper, we
stress the importance in combining aesthetic design
and user centered design processes in the development
of Semantic Web solutions, and it is the combination
of the two that can contribute toward a more pleasant
and satisfactory experience. In this paper, we try to ad-
dress the following challenges to effectively interact
with Linked Data by employing Visual Analytics tech-
niques and principles of aesthetic design:

– To develop a generic interface for Linked data
– Support human analysis through visual features
– Visually pleasing to foster engagement
– Support interactivity to foster active exploration

The paper is organised as follows: the next sec-
tion provides a review of the literature based on Vi-
sual Analytics and aesthetics specifically for the Se-
mantic Web; Section 2 discusses the related work on
the use of aesthetics for interface design; Section 3
discusses some of the ways data has been visualised
in the Semantic Web and how some aesthetic princi-
ples can be applicable in Semantic Web; Section 4 lists
the principles that have been identified from literature
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that can help develop aesthetic interfaces for Semantic
Web; Section 5 discusses an in-depth investigation into
the aesthetic properties of some well-known Semantic
Web interfaces; Section 6 then discusses our high-level
approach toward generic visualisations for Semantic
Web; Section 7 presents our implemented system with
a scenario of use; Section 8 discusses the rationale be-
hind our design and the various design decisions which
shaped the final solution. Section 9 discusses how the
system was implemented, how queries are generated
and how are interactions translated into queries. Sec-
tion 10 discusses our evaluations of the system. Sec-
tion 11 looks back at the Linked Data principles and
aligns them with the implemented system while Sec-
tion 12 concludes the paper with our reflections and
and outline of future work.

2. Aesthetics in Interface Design

Schwarz et al. and Lang [73,51] noted the correla-
tion between the time taken to process an object and
human aesthetic response — the perception of beauty
can be explained as a function of the fluency in the pro-
cessing of the object. Two phases of the human cog-
nitive system that come into play are the preattentive
phase (low level processes before processing the sen-
sory information) and interpretive phase (representa-
tions that are learned). The perception of aesthetics is
therefore based on the “combination of cognitive and
sensory modes of experiences” [24]. The pre-attentive
processing stage exists before conscious processing,
and occurs at Norman’s visceral level [63,55]. This
raises the question — how can information be repre-
sented to be quickly processed by our preattentive pro-
cesses? Very interesting to this context is the work con-
ducted by Healey in [30,31,32], where the authors in-
vestigate visualisation of multivariate data using preat-
tentive processing in a rapid manner (less than 250ms).

The experiments conducted by Healey drew several
interesting conclusions such as:

– Hue can be used as a mechanism to rapidly
and accurately determine a target (example, an
anomaly);

– Form(shape) can be used to determine targets if
hue is not varied; varying hue affects the ability
to determine a form-defined target;

– Varying form does not affect the ability to deter-
mine a hue-defined target; location is not a deter-
ministic factor in identifying a target.

Several other cognitive aspects have also been pro-
posed elsewhere, such as a minimalistic approach [80],
symmetrical layouts, Golden Ratio [24,20] and so on.

Tufte’s work, in [80] is also significant for identify-
ing aesthetic principles for information visualisation.
He lists several guidelines for building attractive dis-
plays of statistical information:

– have a properly chosen format and design
– use words, numbers, and drawing together
– reflect a balance, a proportion, a sense of relevant

scale
– display and accessible complexity of detail
– often have a narrative quality, a story to tell about

the data
– are drawn in a professional manner, with the tech-

nical details of production done with care
– avoid content-free decoration

Bennet [6] discussed Gestalt principles applied to
graph drawing from two perspectives — perceptual
grouping (the ability to extract low-level primitive vi-
sual features from images and formulate a higher-
level structure, e.g. grouping simple and stable fig-
ures that are similar in shape, located nearby etc.) and
perceptual segregation (the ability to separate features
from images and grouping them into mutually exclu-
sive areas in order to construct a useful representation
of the image, e.g. symmetry, orientation, contours).
Several principles were also noted by [58,47] such
as balance (symmetrical and asymmetrical), rhythm
(regular, flowing, progressive), proportion (proportion
of dimension), dominance (dominant, sub-dominant,
subordinate), unity (the relationship between the vi-
sual components and elements and the complete visual
scene), emphasis, movement, pattern, harmony and va-
riety.

Beck [5] investigated aesthetic dimensions for dy-
namic graphs and proposed principles for general aes-
thetics, dynamic aesthetics and scalability applicable
to three types of graph representation techniques —
node-link, matrix and list. Among the general aesthetic
principles, the authors list principles such as reduce vi-
sual clutter, reduce spatial aliases, spatial matching
of multiple representatives and maximise compactness.
Beck also notes while dealing with dynamic data, it
is important to preserve user’s mental map2 in order
to facilitate graph comparisons and ensure the user re-

2Mental Map is the abstract structural information a user gathers
by looking at graph layouts
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quires minimum cognitive load3 to compare present
graphs with previous one to perceive changes. Beck
also points out that temporal aliases4 should be min-
imised so that a continuity between consecutive frames
is established.

3. Data Visualiation in The Semantic Web

Semantic Web and Linked Data provides a machine-
readable and understandable way of formalising in-
formation across different platforms. However, since
data is eventually meant for human consumption, there
is a need to present such information in an intuitive
and meaningful manner. This task is further compli-
cated with the ever-increasing volumes of data con-
tinually generated. Extracting actionable information
from large volumes of data is a highly complex task
for analysts and decision makers. ‘Visual Analytics’
aims to reduce this complexity by visually represent-
ing information to enable users directly interact with
the information, gain insight and draw conclusions,
thereby aiding decision-making processes [46]. The
opportunities that arise from combining Linked Data
and Visual Analytics help promote a mutually benefi-
cial research direction: Linked Data can benefit greatly
by Visual Analytics — enabling discovery of hidden
trends and patterns; Visual Analytics can benefit by the
development and evaluation of scalable web-based Vi-
sual Analysis techniques for large distributed networks
[26].

Several researchers have attempted to support com-
plex querying and/or visualising query results. [34]
classifies such attempts in two categories — simple
and complex approaches. Complex approaches (such
as SPARQLViz5 and iSPARQL6) include advanced
user interfaces and query constructs, designed for ex-
perienced users and experts. Simple approaches such
as mSpace [72],/facet [37] or Parallax [39], on the
other hand are designed for casual users, but are lim-
ited in answering more complex queries. Such inter-

3Cognitive Load is the amount of information needed by the
working memory of a user in order to process a visualisation

4Visual elements that are mistaken for one another due to their
temporal placement

5SPARQLViz, http://sparqlviz.sourceforge.net/ is a plugin for
IsaViz, that enables users to build queries from a SPARQL query
interface

6OpenLink’s iSPARQL interface graphically renders a user’s
SPARQL query, showing how query concepts and relations are
linked

faces employ basic visualisations such as lists, tables,
maps, matrices or scatter plots to represent informa-
tion, thereby limiting the analytical dimensions be-
ing represented. Data Visualisation in the Semantic
Web need a more careful consideration. This is due to
more content being added to human readable content
to make it machine-processable such as RDFa7 and
microdata8. However, the additional information being
added is highly structured and well connected — this
creates more opportunities to visually represent struc-
tured data in a standardised manner.

Green proposed a few guidelines to motivate Visual
Analytics research for discovery and knowledge build-
ing, based on their human cognition model [27] —

– Provide multiple views (foster discovery of pat-
terns using different views, as humans have dif-
ferent ways of processing information

– Direct interaction (interaction to be provided
without interfering with the user’s train of thought);

– Central role of interaction (interaction enables
user and machine to share knowledge);

– Insulation of reasoning flow (visualisation should
not hamper the rhythm of reasoning);

– Intimate (seamless) interaction;

Most relevant to Semantic Web research is the re-
cent work by Dadzie and Rowe [16], which presents
design guidelines for Linked Data by exploring the
literature. Starting from high level design guidelines
[75], the authors propose the need for Linked Data
tools to support multi-dimensional, hierarchical and
network data. Additionally, the tools should also pro-
vide support for identifying/highlighting relationships
within the data and the ability to export data to
users/applications for re-use. The authors explored de-
sign guidelines for Linked Data interfaces from the
point of view of lay-users (regular web users with-
out knowledge of ontologies or RDF) and tech savvy
users. We discuss their work and align it with our ef-
forts in more detail in Section 11.

Many Visual Analytics tools such as [85,2,86,48,45,
54] have been built over the years, though not applied
to Semantic Web data. However, such tools continue to
provide inspiration for Visual Analytics research in the
Semantic Web community. Traditional plotting tech-
niques such as Scatter Plots [14], Pie Charts and Paral-
lel Coordinate Plots [40] as well as newer techniques
such as Spiral Graphs [12] and Fisheye lenses [71]

7http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml-rdfa-primer/
8http://www.w3.org/TR/2011/WD-microdata-20110525/
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can be incorporated with different forms of visualisa-
tions. A few Visual Analytics systems have also been
built specifically for the Semantic Web, such as Ste-
faner’s Elastic Tag Maps9, Elastic Lists [77] and the
work done by [34,84,88] which have been developed
for different application areas such as social network
analysis, movement data analysis, bibliographic refer-
ence analysis, event detection and so on.

Application of formal aesthetics principles in inter-
face design for the Semantic Web is the purpose of this
paper. Research into such areas is needed in Seman-
tic Web as a positive aesthetic experience can greatly
influence the acceptability of a solution. As discussed
previously, there has been a significant amount of re-
search that investigates the impact of aesthetics on us-
ability and experience with a tool. The nature of Se-
mantic Web data, in addition to being multidimen-
sional and multivariate, is graphical. Several principles
of graph visualisation aesthetics are therefore applica-
ble in this context [6,20]. Eichelberger list several aes-
thetic principles to be followed while drawing class di-
agrams in UML10, which we believe are highly perti-
nent and can be considered while designing similar LD
applications. We list the principles that we believe are
most appropriate for data visualisation in the Semantic
Web, specifically for graph based visualisations:

– Separate hierarchical and non-hierarchical rela-
tions, hierarchy should be clearly visible

– Centrally position parents or children— this is
particularly useful for hierarchical representa-
tions such as Semantic Web data. Child nodes to
be located at median position of its parents.

– Nodes should be clustered according to semantic
reasons — semantically similar nodes should be
positioned close

– Avoid, if possible crossings and overlappings on
edges

– Vicinity of comment nodes — comments con-
nected to other models should be located as close
as possible to the connected nodes. In a LD set-
ting, this can be a way of connecting multiple on-
tologies/datasets/graphs.

– Adornments should be clearly assigned to their
model elements. In a LD setting, graphs adorn-
ments/additional specifications (e.g. labels, icons
etc.) should be standardised based on the same
group/ functionality.

9http://well-formed-data.net/experiments/tag_maps_v5/
10UML specification http://www.omg.org/spec/

– Respect graph drawing constraints — aspect ra-
tio, compact drawing, symmetry, minimisation of
edge bends

Following a survey on aesthetic heuristics, Ben-
net [6] also proposed similar design principles, classi-
fied into syntactic (structural) and semantic (domain-
specific) categories.

4. Principles of Aesthetics for Linked Data

We studied the literature for Visual Analytics tech-
niques for exploring data, as well as aesthetic princi-
ples for information visualisation and interface design.
We also explored the literature for techniques and prin-
ciples specific to the Semantic Web. Our survey identi-
fied several aesthetic design principles that we believe
can help designers and developers build interactive and
aesthetic user interfaces for exploring Semantic Web
and Linked Data. Based on the principles we noted, we
propose the following design principles for LD in Ta-
bles 1 and 2. We believe these principles are most im-
portant for the Semantic Web community and can be
used as a set of guidelines while designing and devel-
oping interfaces. The guidelines are divided into two
sections — general aesthetic principles involve the de-
sign and layout of the interface in general (Table 1);
node-link representation principles involve the design
of node-link graphs for representing Linked Data (Ta-
ble 2).

5. Evaluating aesthetics of Linked Data
applications

The starting point of our research was to understand
how well existing Semantic Web tools align with each
other with respect to aesthetic properties as aesthetics
has not been studied before in the Semantic Web. Our
review of the literature explored several evaluations of
user interfaces for the Semantic Web and Linked Data,
where evaluations have been conducted mostly as user-
based studies (understanding usability) or performance
analyses (precision, recall, speed etc.). Evaluating the
aesthetic properties of Semantic Web-based user inter-
faces is a step forward in the direction of establishing
a research area fundamentally focussed on the devel-
opment of aesthetically pleasing interfaces for the Se-
mantic Web. We aimed at objectively evaluating inter-
face aesthetic properties as it can provide a simple and
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Design Principle Description Proposed By

1. Use words, numbers and drawing to convey infor-
mation

Graphics alone are not always enough to convey the significance of a piece of information
— numbers, narratives, explanations can aid in better communication

[80]

2. Well balanced, proportioned and symmetrical de-
sign

Interface should be arranged so that optically larger and smaller objects balance each
other in a symmetrical manner; Interface should be well proportioned (i.e. golden ratio,
greater horizontal length etc.)

[80,47,36,59,36,6,24,20]

3. Rhythm, unity in design
Interface should be designed from multiple visual elements, coherently constituting a
pleasing layout, with regular patterns of visual changes to make the appearance exciting

[58,59]

4. Different weights of lines to represent different in-
formation

Contrasting lines indicate different meanings — weights can be associated with values or
types of data

[80]

5. Simple, consistent and stable figures
Complex visual representations require greater interpretation and add to the cognitive
burden of users; Adhering to Semantic Web principles and standards require a consistent
representation of data elements across domains and application areas

[6,10]

6. Using variations of colour, shape, size, intensity to
present trends, interesting patterns, anomalies or rep-
resent similarity, physical connection

colour, hue, size, shape etc are visual clues that we can quickly spot, thereby making it
easier to observe patterns, anomalies etc.

[30,36,6]

7. Minimalist design, reduce visual clutter Interface should be minimalistic, and contain as little data-free visual elements as possible [62,80,36,5,13]

8. Balance in harmony and typicality
Typical solutions require little effort, but at the cost of being a mundane solution — bal-
ance in variety and typicality is important

[36,49,47,58]

9. Maintain consistency in visual representations, in-
teraction mechanisms and standards

Visual representations (colour, shape, hue etc) should be consistent across all domains; in-
teraction mechanisms should be familiar to users and standardised (e.g. right-click should
present context menus etc.)

[62,58]

10. Follow visual information seeking principles with
minimal cognitive burden on users

Provide mechanisms to overview, navigate, filter and access data instances on demand,
whilst ensuring minimum cognitive load and changes to the mental map

[70,75,80,79]

Table 1
General Principles for Aesthetic Linked Data Visualisation

Design Principle Description Proposed By

11. Separate representations of hierarchical and non-
hierarchical relations

Differentiating between hierarchical and non-hierarchical relations helps users navigate along or
across graphs

[20]

12. Reduce overlapping nodes [20]

13. Center parents or children The parent node should be located as close as possible to the median position of the child nodes [20]

14. Cluster nodes based on semantics
The position of nodes should be based on their semantics so that nodes that are adjacent to each
other have a significance

[20,6]

15. Avoid edge crossings or overlaps Every edge should be as visible and readable as possible and spaced apart from nodes [20,6]

16. Uniform and minimal edge bends Minimal angles on the edges to help users follow links [6]

17. Even distribution of nodes Well distributed and evenly spaced nodes, but ensuring compactness [6]

18. Maintain aspect ratio, symmetry
Maintaining symmetry within the layout as well as in the overall interface; aspect ratio of the graph
should match the container (interface, screen, page etc.)

[20,6]

19. Minimise total graph area Compact layout but ensuring readability [6]
Table 2

Principles for Aesthetic Node-Link Representations

inexpensive way of assessing various aesthetic proper-
ties of the system. Our experiments were based on the
model provided by Ngo [60,59], where different met-
rics of an interface are computed, on the basis of the
layout of visual objects within the visual space. These
metrics have also been previously used in identifying
most aesthetically pleasing layouts of websites from a
set of candidate designs [89,90]. Our survey of the lit-
erature did not identify any existing work in Seman-
tic Web research where such metrics have been used
in evaluating aesthetic properties of interfaces. Such

metrics have also been reported to be highly corre-
lated with subjective scores from users [89,67,65,1].
Following from the work conducted by Purchase [67],
we believe that the placement of visual objects in in-
terfaces can be a strong predictor of aesthetic appeal
and perceived usability. It is important to note that this
study involved only the interface layout from a gen-
eral aesthetic point of view and factors such as colour,
styling, typography or individual visualisations were
not a part of this study, but will be explored as part of
a future work.
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5.1. Experiment design

We based our evaluation on eight of the thirteen
metrics provided by Ngo [59,60]. Our starting point is
the five most important properties identified by Zain
et al in their similar evaluation exercise with Ngo’s
measures. [89,90] — Balance, Equilibrium, Sym-
metry, Sequence and Rhythm. Balance is a mea-
sure of how the visual elements with different optical
weights (larger objects are perceived as ‘heavier’) are
distributed in the interface; Equilibrium indicates how
centered the layout appears to be; Symmetry indicates
how well replicated elements are on either side of the
horizontal and vertical axes at the center of the inter-
face; Sequence is a measure of how well objects are
arranged in the interface, with respect to the movement
of the eye; and Rhythm indicates the variation of vi-
sual objects in order to make an interface exciting. We
identified two other metrics from the design principles
that would be important for our evaluation — Cohe-
sion and Unity. Cohesion is a measure of the similar-
ity of aspect ratios of the visual elements in an inter-
face; and Unity is a measure of the extent to which the
elements seem to belong together.

The final property, Order and Complexity is defined
as the sum of all the properties. The metrics not consid-
ered in this study are simplicity, regularity, homogene-
ity, economy and density. Certain visualisations such
as graph-based ones can affect how simple or complex
a user might interpret the interface. Other visualisa-
tions such as scatterplots or maps can also affect the
interpretation of the general economy, regularity, ho-
mogeneity and density of an interface. We aim to in-
vestigate these metrics in more details in a future study
where we explore the implications of complex visu-
alisations and graphs on these factors. All the scores
range between 0 and 1, where 0 indicates a highly neg-
ative assessment, while 1 indicates a highly positive
assessment. These metrics are defined in [60,59] and
the relevant formulae are provided in Appendix A. We
revisit this evaluation in Section 10, where we inves-
tigate how our interface performs as compared to the
existing interfaces.

The first step in evaluating the metrics was under-
standing which tools would be good candidates for our
comparative studies. Our survey of the literature iden-
tified ten well-known Semantic Web tools that have
existed over the past few years: mSpace [72], Power-
Aqua [53], K-Search [8], Sig.ma [82], Tabulator [7],

DBpediaFacet11, Semantic Crystal, NLP Reduce, Gin-
seng and Querix [43,44]. While some of the tools rang-
ing from browsers and search systems (e.g. K-Search,
PowerAqua, mSpace, Sig.ma) to standalone interfaces
(e.g. Semantic Crystal, NLP Reduce, Querix, Ginseng)
are clearly research prototypes, our intention is to also
understand how they compare with the rest.

A standalone java-based application was developed,
which was fed screen shots of the interface layouts
(Fig. 1). The user then manually marked up the ar-
eas that contain visual objects by using mouse ges-
tures like click and drag. Each of the manual annota-
tions were then stored locally and their dimensions cal-
culated. The application then aggregates the different
measures as the visual objects are marked up, based on
the formulae provided by Ngo. The screenshots of the
ten systems are either obtained from local installations,
publication material, website images or screenshots in
user manuals. These measures are then collected and
compared against each other. As this process involves
human annotations (markups), each interface is anno-
tated three times by one user and the mean is then com-
puted and compared against the others.

5.2. Results

The scores were plotted as shown in the Fig. 2. As
can be seen, most of the interfaces performed well on
equilibrium. Cohesion scores for DBPedia Facet and
PowerAqua were comparitively lower, though all sys-
tems scored relatively high. Sig.ma was observed to be
the most balanced system, followed by K-Search and
mSpace. In general, all systems scored relatively low
in Rhythm and Symmetry. Querix, DBpedia Facets and
Tabulator scored the least in Rhythm, while Querix,
DBpedia Facets, Tabulator and PowerAqua scored the
least in Symmetry. Overall, the best performing tool
was mSpace, with a Order and Complexity score of
0.65, followed by NLP Reduce and PowerAqua with
scores of 0.62 and 0.61. The lowest scoring tool was
Tabulator, with a score of 0.43. It can be observed that
all the interfaces scored between low to medium, in
terms of their overall aesthetic properties.

This provided the starting point for our research,
where the first step was to identify the need to inves-
tigate aesthetics and design tools with an explicit at-
tention to aesthetics. It also demonstrated that out of
ten well known Semantic Web tools, most interfaces

11DBpedia Faceted Search, http://wiki.dbpedia.org/FacetedSearch
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Fig. 1. Layouts used to compute interface aesthetic metrics. The layouts were obtained from the interfaces directly or from the relevant papers,
publication materials, websites or user manuals. The layouts shown are of ten well-known Semantic Web interfaces (screenshots of the system
are shown on the left, while images on the right show the respective markups): 1. NLP Reduce, 2. Ginseng, 3. Semantic Crystal, 4. Querix, 5.
DBpediaFacet, 6. Sig.ma, 7. KSearch, 8. Tabulator, 9. PowerAqua, 10. mSpace and 11. Affective Graphs (later discussed in Section 10)

Fig. 2. Comparative evaluation of seven aesthetic metrics with ten Semantic Web tools. The eighth metric, Order and Complexity is computed
as a sum of the others

do not score highly on aesthetic properties related to
screen design and object positioning. Few other factors
such as overall colour palette, typography and iconog-
raphy also have significant impact on aesthetics [80].
While these factors may be easily evaluated from a
subjective point of view, objective analysis in a com-
parative setting is difficult. This is particularly due to
the relative absence of benchmark scores to ascertain
the positive or negative scores of interfaces in compar-
ison to other.

We note that other factors such as colour, texture and
shape of visual items also need to be considered in or-
der to comprehensively assess aesthetic properties of
system. However, as Ngo anticipated, this task is sig-
nificantly more difficult as it introduces far more vari-
ability in order to be considered as an objective analy-
sis. Furthermore, we only consider this evaluation as a
preliminary study on the attention to aesthetics in the
design of existing Semantic Web interfaces. A more
comprehensive study is planned in the near future in-
volving a large number of users to subjectively score
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available interfaces on several criteria such as colour
palette, texture, shapes, typography and so on.

6. Visual Analysis of Linked Data — An Approach

As it could be expected, representing Linked Data in
an abstract way leads to graph representation as Linked
Data is essentially multiple data instances connected
with links to constitute a highly connected and direc-
tional graph. Hence, our starting point for the design is
a node-link graph, where nodes represent concepts and
links represent relations the concepts share. Node-link
graphs, large ones particularly, are notoriously diffi-
cult structures to handle and understand. The challenge
here is to present large sets of data, but preserving their
links and hierarchical structure.

The most important requirement was to facilitate the
user to explore unknown (and known) datasets. In ad-
dition, we also wanted to enable users query for spe-
cific information using a visual approach. An impor-
tant requirement for our design was to put a lot of em-
phasis on the aesthetic quality of our interface. Our
approach had to be a generic one, in order to ensure
any Linked Data set can be consumed. We divided our
solution into the following four major functions to ad-
dress the requirements:

1. Making the underlying schema of data appar-
ent to users; highlighting further details such
as context, relations and statistics. While on-
tologies provide a formal specification of the do-
main, the data itself is what the users are mostly
interested in — this generated a need to visualise
the ontology as well as the data at the same time.

2. Support data driven exploration via statistics
by making use of standard statistical presen-
tation techniques. Visualising entire ontologies
and data instances can be a useful way of pre-
senting the data as well as the domain, however
at the expense of increasing cognitive burden and
exhausting screen space — this generates a need
for users to access concepts and their data ‘on
demand’, rather than showing everything that is
available.

3. Provide access to individual data instances at
all times. While our initial interest was in pre-
senting statistics with ontological concepts and
properties, discussions with users and Semantic
Web experts throughout our iterative design pro-
cess resulted in the need for ways to provide easy
access to data

4. Support highly specific information need by
introducing flexible user interactions. The
beauty of Semantic Web is in making available
high quality, dynamic and precise information
that is highly inter-connected: such information
can be exploited from interfaces that can sup-
port building complex queries to precisely an-
swer highly specific questions.

We aligned the identified features with the design
principles listed in the previous section. Following
analysis of the design principles, low-fidelity mock ups
were built in order to understand how users would in-
teract with visualisations in an intuitive manner. The
following section presents the system that was devel-
oped, explaining with an example scenario of use. Sec-
tion 8 then discusses how different design decisions
were taken, aligning the interface with the design prin-
ciples.

7. Affective Graphs — A Scenario of Use

Fig. 3 shows a screenshot of the final implemented
system, Affective Graphs. The system was built as a re-
sult of several re-designs and prototypes, with constant
inputs from users and evaluation feedback throughout
the implementation. Section marked A shows the inter-
active node-link representation of the underlying data.
The image shows a user exploring the latest DBpedia12

dataset, presently viewing lakes (the node on focus is at
the bottom right corner). Users can gain a large amount
of information just by observation and interacting with
the visualisation. We list some information that a user
can quickly find while interacting with the system:

– The dataset contains information regarding places,
persons, work, species, organisations, transporta-
tion, films and so on. This is observed by select-
ing the ‘owl:Thing’ 13 node and hovering over the
pie sections.

– The subclass hierarchy is immediately apparent
to the users — lakes are types of bodies of wa-
ter, which are natural places and persons are types
of agents etc. This is observed by following the
triangle-shaped hierarchical edges. The colour of
the edges indicate the respective pie-sections they
originated from.

12http://dbpedia.org, as on 20.05.2013
13The first node that users can see is the owl:Thing node that en-

compasses all the data classes described within the dataset.
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Fig. 3. A screenshot of AffectiveGraphs, where the node currently on focus is ‘Lake’: Section A contains the interactive node-link representation
of the data, Section B contains contextual information relevant to the concept currently being explored (here, Lake), Section C contains search
elements and controls the visual rendering of the node-link graph, Section D shows the SPARQL query being generated for search, Section E
contains advanced features to modify the query.

– There are 41k lakes, 2.5m places, 3.27m persons,
218k natural places in the dataset etc. This can
be found from the labels of the nodes as well as
tooltips provided on pie sections.

– The amount of information on agents is the most,
followed by places (hovering over the pie sec-
tions reveal the subclasses as agent, place, work,
species etc. in the order of instance counts). This
can be observed from the positioning and size of
the pie chart sections — the subclasses with the
greatest number of instances are the biggest in
size as well as positioned at the bottom left of the
pie charts.

– The information regarding the birthplace of 3.07m
persons are available in the dataset. This is found
by hovering over the ‘birthplace’ relation con-
necting persons and places.

– There are five relations in persons that are linked
to the same concept — parent (87k instances),
spouse (100k instances), influencedBy (99k in-
stances), influenced (49k instances) and child
(43k instances). This can be seen as four curved
loops originating from and ending in the person
node — hovering on the edges reveal the relations
and the number of instances.

– Three data properties exist in the lakes concept —
areaOfCatchment (3.4k instances), frozen (612
instances) and shoreLength (4.8k instances). This
is shown as three edges originating out from the
Lake, hovering over the edges show the relation
and the number of instances. Similarly, the data
properties for person and place can also be inves-
tigated.
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– Three object properties connect persons with
places — death place (799k instances), birth
place (3.07m instances) and resting place (52k in-
stances). This is found by hovering over the three
curves joining the person node with place node.

– The distribution of all the subclasses of Nat-
ural Places (Body of water, Mountain, Moun-
tain range, Lunar crater, Cave), Places (Populated
place, Architectural structure, Natural place, Pro-
tected area etc.), Body of Water (Stream, Lake),
Agents (Person, Organisation) and Persons (Ath-
lete, Artist, Officeholder, Politician etc.) can also
be investigated. This can be done by selecting the
respective nodes and hovering over the different
pie sections.

In summary, a very high level understanding of 2.5m
places, 218k natural places, 136k bodies of water, 4.1m
agents and 3.27m persons as well as the broader con-
tent of the entire dataset can be very quickly gathered
by observing the visualisation and interacting with it.
Not only is the hierarchical structure of the dataset
made apparent, the links and properties shared by con-
cepts are also made available to the user.

Section B shows the contextual information of the
node presently in focus (here, Lake). By investigating
the content on the right panel, users can understand
that the data properties are shoreLength, areaOfCatch-
ment and frozen (data properties are coloured blue, and
object properties are green following the standards set
by Protégé). In addition, the number of instances con-
nected with these relations are presented. The object
properties are also presented, along with the other con-
cepts the relations are connected to. Clicking on the
concepts on the panel trigger new nodes to be formed,
and the relations to be visualised.

Section C provides a mechanisms for users to search
for a specific concept, if the user prefers to search
for any known concepts. Once a required concept has
been found, a node is then added to the visualisation
(without the user having to manually selecting pie sec-
tions). In addition to a concept search box, a property
search box is also provided in this section — users
can start typing a property name (or URI) that they are
interested in, and the system highlights the property
of interest in the visualisation. This is an easy way of
quickly spotting any property that the users are inter-
ested in. There are three other controls provided in the
section C which control the force-directed layout and
toggle the visibility of the object and data properties.

Section E provides advanced features for customis-
ing the SPARQL query formed while performing a
search — such as, selecting the variables to be re-
turned, limiting search results and so on. Section D dis-
plays the final SPARQL query formed, in case the user
wishes to edit the query before searching. This is a re-
quirement that is most often desired by expert users,
who prefer fine-tuning their queries after having cre-
ated a basic query.

8. From Principles to Visual Design

Directly abstracting Linked Data leads to a node-
link representation: this was the starting point of our
design. The final interface was developed as a result of
a set of several design decisions. The first phase was
to understand how to design a node-link representation
that can provide additional information about the un-
derlying data as well as adhere to the aesthetic Princi-
ples defined in Table 2.

8.1. Consistency in Visual Representations

The first step was to develop a consistent repre-
sentation for concepts that provided more information
about the data in the concept. In our design, concepts
are represented as circular nodes, while the properties
have been represented as edges. In order to present in-
formation about a concept, the circular design of the
nodes have been modified to show a pie-chart of the
distribution of the subclasses of the concept. The pie
sections are sensitive — clicking on each section trig-
gers a new concept node to be created, which contains
information about the respective subclass. Pie charts
visualise data in a small area and provide a wealth of
information that if displayed as a graph would be con-
fusing and difficult to grasp. The new node created
is similar where distribution of its subclasses are ren-
dered as another pie chart on the new node (Principle
5, 9 suggest consistent visual representations). If the
new concept contains no subclasses, the node would
be represented as a circular blank node. The new node
is connected with the originating node using a hierar-
chical edge that signifies a rdfs:subClassOf relation.

The design decision was on visualising the distribu-
tion of the subclasses — a pie chart was chosen as the
most preferred representation due to three main fac-
tors: users are familiar with pie charts and can quickly
assess the relative amount of data each section con-
tains; pie-charts are able to convey statistical informa-
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tion within a small and regular area better than a table
specially when conserving space is important (Princi-
ple 19, 7 suggest a minimalist approach); a circular de-
piction of nodes in a node-link graph is an organic geo-
metric representation that most users are familiar with.

8.2. Representing Semantic Concepts

The pie-chart representation itself provided the
next design challenge — our aim was to provide a
pie-chart with regions easily distinguishable from one
another. The use of colours in order to distinguish
pie sections is a standard process — however, the
task is further complicated as there are multiple pie
charts in the layout. Initial efforts at using a stan-
dard bank of 20 unique manually selected colours were
unhelpful and caused confusion in the users as stan-
dard colours seemed to indicate certain commonality
among the similar coloured-sections. Furthermore, a
repetitive standard colour palette would reduce the va-
riety in the design (Principle 8 suggests introducing
variety in the design). The system was then changed
to generate random colours in a HSB (or HSV) scale,
varying only the hue values to keep the saturation and
brightness consistent as well as provide a greater range
of colours. The HSB scale was preferred to the RGB
scale as the former provides greater flexibility in vary-
ing colours (here, hue) by keeping the saturation and
brightness constant, which is not as easily achievable
in the latter. Moreover, HSB scale is more natural and
user friendly way since it replicates the way we “per-
cieve” colours14. Fig. 4 explains this with a simple ex-
ample — the figure on the left was produced from a set
of randomly generated HSB colours with brightness
and saturation fixed. Though the different regions in
the two pie charts are easily distinguishable, the RGB
pie chart contains sections of unequal brightness. RGB
colours can also achieve the same results as the HSB
pie chart, but with more complex methods.

Though randomly generated, there is often a high
chance of creating duplicate colours (that may have
different colour codes, but are nearly indistinguish-
able by the human eye). Similar colours can also be
wrongly interpreted as the same (or similar) concepts.
This was significantly reduced by generating random
colours that are different (based on a threshold) from
the set of colours already generated by providing a
look-up service for the set of colours already gener-

14http://tools.medialab.sciences-po.fr/iwanthue/theory.php

Fig. 4. Comparison of randomly generated pie-chart colours
for RGB (left) and HSB (right). Though the colours on the
right are completely random, constant values of brightness and
saturation generate a more pleasing chart. Images created in
http://sketch.processing.org/

ated. The pie sections are further distinguished with
the use of borders and interactive events (such as the
respective sections are extended when the user hovers
over them)

8.3. Representing Semantic Relations

The third design challenge was the representation
of relations (properties) — an important considera-
tion was the different types of relations that may exist
within the data set. We identified three types of rela-
tions — data properties, object properties and hierar-
chical properties. Hierarchical properties are a kind of
object properties as they essentially describe the rela-
tions between a parent object and its child. However, in
our representation we have chosen to isolate the hierar-
chical properties from object properties (Principle 11).
Data properties are presented as free edges — where
an edge is connected to the node at one end, and a cir-
cular object at the other. The positioning of data prop-
erties is random, but ensuring that the edges are not
overlapped (Principle 15 suggests minimal overlaps of
edges). The circular object is the sensitive end of an
edge, providing interactions with the users (hovering
on the object highlights the edge and provides a tool-
tip display, clicking activates query mechanisms etc).
We describe the different edge representations in the
Fig. 5

Object properties are represented as curves — this
is due to the preference of users to curves as opposed
to straight lines [4,9] and also the lack of acute an-
gles and edge bends (Principle 15 suggests avoiding
edge bends). Cubic Bézier curves were chosen to ren-
der the edges as they provide a greater control and
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Fig. 5. Different visual representations of edges bear different on-
tological significance — hierarchical edges are represented as trian-
gles showing the parent and child node, data properties are repre-
sented as satellite objects and object properties are represented as
curves

flexibility [87]. Additionally, the presence of straight
lines as connections between objects can make it dif-
ficult to follow links. Fig. 6 (i) shows an example
scenario where the same nodes have been connected
using straight edges (left) and curved edges (right) .
Interactive mechanisms on the curved edges also make

Fig. 6. (i) Comparison of Straight Edges with curved Edges. Image
from [23], (ii) Visual response to hovering over an object property

it easier for users to follow how the nodes are linked
in case of larger graphs. Hovering on the sensitive sec-
tions of the edges highlight and increase their thick-
ness, making them easier to spot as shown in Fig. 6
(ii) (Principle 4 suggests the use of lines with different
thickness to add variety; Principle 6 suggests the use of
variations in colour to help users spot elements). The
edges of the node currently in focus are also shaded in

a darker colour to help users find the edges connected
to the current node (Principle 6 suggests using variety
in colours).

The representations of hierarchical and non- hierar-
chical relations are different, as we believe that each
can be used as a different interaction mechanism (Prin-
ciple 11 suggests a different representation of the two).
While non-hierarchical relations describe the different
properties of objects (such as birthplace, age, date of
birth etc.), hierarchical relations contribute more to-
ward explaining how the data is structured. Hence,
the design decision was to provide edges with greater
weights for representing hierarchical relations. Fur-
thermore, in order to identify the children of a node,
the hierarchical edges are represented as triangles sig-
nifying directionality, as shown in Fig. 5. Inspired
from the design of Protégé15, the data properties are
coloured blue while the object properties are coloured
green (Principle 5 and 9 suggest maintaining consis-
tency and such colour schemes are well established
within the Semantic Web community). This design
helps users quickly identify which edges are data and
object relations, as well as hierarchical edges (Princi-
ple 4 suggests using differently weighted lines to sig-
nify different meaning and principle 6 suggests vary-
ing visual properties to enable users to quickly spot
features).

8.4. Layout

The next design challenge was layout of the node-
link graph. Initial attempts at automated layouts helped
in balancing the representation effectively — nodes
were arranged in a force-directed layout, based on
the Processing simulation library, developed by Bern-
stein16. However, as the number of nodes increased,
the graph grew far more compact than required. Fur-
thermore, the force-directed layout made users disori-
ented and complicated the interaction as objects kept
floating around the graphical space to optimally po-
sition them. Two changes were then made for the fi-
nal design — a change in the layout algorithm and a
change in the spring configurations.

The force-directed layout is active only during the
initial 5 seconds of a node being created — this al-

15Protégé is one of the most widely used frameworks for mod-
elling ontologies and knowledge systems, with a wide user commu-
nity and http://protege.stanford.edu/

16Jeffrey Traer Bernstein’s physics simulation library is a stan-
dard library available for use with Processingjs applications,
http://murderandcreate.com/physics/
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lows for enough time for the node to be rendered while
positioning itself in an approximate enough position
for a good layout. However, the user has the ability
to click-and-drag the node to wherever they desire,
without being restricted by the force-direction (Princi-
ple 9 suggests maintaining consistency in interaction
mechanisms — this helps users learn the system more
quickly as this is a familiar interaction present in sev-
eral graph visualisations; Principle 8 suggests a bal-
ance in typicality — while representation of nodes as
pie charts and introduction of several types of edges
with different semantics is a novel addition, familiar
interaction mechanisms help users adjust to a new set-
ting). This provides flexibility and freedom to the users
as they can layout their graphical exploration in any
manner they please, but at the same time provides a
rough approximation for a newly created node to en-
sure readability is maintained. The users however, have
an option to disable the feature, which would cause the
force-direction to be active at all times.

The second change involves modifying the contri-
bution of different types of edges toward the force-
direction as well as the overall display of the graph. In
the final design, the hierarchical edges (subclass rela-
tions) are made the only type of edges that contribute
directly toward the layout. This makes the layout more
balanced and well-spread, instead of a highly com-
pressed layout due to object properties exerting forces
between many more nodes (Principle 12 suggests min-
imal overlapping nodes — the nature of the graph be-
ing relatively more spread-out ensures that the mini-
mal number of nodes are overlapped; The balance pro-
vided by the hierarchical and non-hierarchical edges in
contributing toward the layout ensures that Principle
19 is adhered to, without compromising on readabil-
ity) . The non-hierarchical edges do not contribute di-
rectly toward the layout, and are just links that visually
connect concepts and interact with users.

8.5. Designing Interactions

Another design challenge was to introduce interac-
tions in the visualisation. Initial prototypes were de-
signed to make it quicker for the user to perform func-
tions. For example, the nodes supported right-clicks to
add concepts to queries, using a control key and left
clicking on nodes would hide them and so on. How-
ever, this caused a lot of confusion among users, re-
sulting in frustration and needing help constantly. A
re-design of the interface introduced similar interac-
tion mechanisms as seen in other graph visualisation

tools and interfaces such as Google maps (Principle 8
and 9 recommends using some familiar solutions to re-
duce the effort required for users in learning the tool).
The interface allows drag and drop actions to reposi-
tion nodes as users prefer. Right-click on nodes and
edges provide users with context menu, enabling them
to add concepts or relations to queries, hide nodes and
so on.

The final design challenge was to incorporate the vi-
sualisation into a complete interface, where all the vi-
sual elements are in unison. User studies and Visual
Analytic principles such as Table 1 showed the need
for an interface that provides features for advanced
users. In addition, the need for representing the under-
lying formal query was also raised. In order to balance
the layout, the two new visual elements (advanced and
formal query display) were positioned below the graph
interface. A contextual display that provides more in-
formation about the current topic of exploration is also
placed on the right. The positioning of various visual
objects have been made to provide a well-balanced
and symmetric layout. Consideration was also made
to arrange the objects based on a sequence — objects
should be positioned in a layout that facilitates move-
ments of the eye (most readers start reading from the
top left and move to the bottom right) [60,59].

The final interface was developed as a part of an it-
erative user-centered design process, with every sub-
sequent iteration resulting in user evaluations or fo-
cus groups. An iterative user-centered design process
is one where end users are involved in the final devel-
opment and design of an interface. The whole process
of design, implementation and evaluation is carried out
several times, where each subsequent iteration results
in a refined interface. Several users from different com-
munities such as academia, research, aerospace en-
gineering and knowledge management had been in-
volved in the process, and their comments, feedback
and suggestions were extremely helpful in developing
the final design of the interface.

9. Logical Architecture

The primary goal of Affective Graphs is an auto-
mated visualisation of aesthetic graphs from data. This
section discusses how we implemented the interface as
well as describe how users interact with the system.

The system is composed of two sub systems: the
front end (right block, Fig. 7) provides the visuali-
sation, interactions, advanced controls and filters, the
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Fig. 7. Architecture

backend (left block, Fig. 7) deals solely with querying
endpoints using SPARQL generated during the pre-
vious processes. Every user-interaction with the vari-
ous frontend modules results in SPARQL queries be-
ing generated in the SPARQL generator, which inter-
prets these actions based on the methods discussed
later in this section. The queries are then transferred
to the PHP backend. The Query Engine in the back-
end interpret these queries and make any modifications
in the query such as variable names, adding prefixes
etc. The Data selector then checks a local cache to
see if the same query had been used previously. Due
to the unpredictability (and unavailability at times) of
SPARQL endpoints, we decided to build a local datas-
tore that stores the responses of queries that have been
previously sent to a public endpoint. This was a step
taken to address an issue highlighted during a previous
work where endpoints were found to be unpredictable
in terms of their query response times [57,56].

If the query’s response had been previously recorded,
and if the data provided by the endpoint is not recent,
the previous response is gathered from the cache. On
the unavailability of any cached result for the query,
the public endpoint is queried and the result is stored
in the cache to be fetched at a later stage. The result
is then converted to a JSON object and returned to the
front end. The frontend interprets the object and ren-
ders the data into the visualisation as required.

The first step in implementing the solution is to un-
derstand how to construct automated queries based on
user interactions. Users interact with visual objects in
the web interface, triggering calls to the server, pass-
ing the URIs of the entities they represent; the server
constructs the queries from templates. This process
is slightly more complicated, as SPARQL query re-
quires the usage of variables. This is obtained by con-
tinuously maintaining a catalogue of the entities being

queried for and constructing variables built out of the
URIs. For every node being built (as well as during
initialisation), the interface sends three requests to the
server:

– A subclass request for all the subclasses of the
concept along with the respective counts of the
number of instances within the domain

– A domain property request for all the properties
(along with number of instances) that have the
concept as its domain.

– A range property request for all the properties
(along with number of instances) that have the
concept as its range.

These requests are translated into formal SPARQL
queries using templates such as the following subclass
request query:
1. SELECT distinct ?subClass count (?x) as ?count ?label
2. WHERE {
3. ?x a ?subClass.
4. ?subClass rdfs:subClassOf dbp:Place.
5. ?subClass rdfs:label ?label.
6. FILTER langMatches( lang(?label), "EN" )
7. }order by desc(?count)

As can be seen from the query, the backend queries the
endpoint for all the subclasses of a class that is cur-
rently being visualised (the ‘Place’ concept, as seen on
line 4). The filter directs the endpoint to return only la-
bels that are in english. The response from the query
would then be converted into JSON in the backend,
and then returned to the frontend. A sample response
is as follows:

[{"subClass type":"uri",
"subClass":"http://dbpedia.org/ontology/PopulatedPlace",
"count type":"literal",
"count":"360296",
"count datatype":"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer",
"label type":"literal",
"label":"populated place",
"label lang":"en"},
...,
{"subClass type":"uri",
"subClass":"http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Monument",
"count type":"literal",
"count":"4",
"count datatype":"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer",
"label type":"literal",
"label":"monument",
"label lang":"en"}]

The response provides the frontend with the sub-
class and the number of instances that are types of the
subclass. This is then parsed by javascript and process-
ing modules to build the pie chart and create the pie
sections. Each pie section is built as an interactive el-
ement, listening to mouse gestures and responding ac-
cordingly.

Similarly, a sample range property request is as fol-
lows:
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1. PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
2. SELECT distinct ?prop count(?instance)
as ?count ?domain
3. WHERE {
4. ?prop rdfs:range dbp:Stream.
5. ?prop rdfs:domain ?domain.
6. ?instance ?prop ?obj.
7. }order by desc (?count)

The query retrieves all the properties that have ‘Stream’
as its range (line 4). Along with the results, the query
also requests for the domains of the properties as well
as the number of instances. A similar response is re-
turned for the domain and range property requests.
The returned objects are properties and the number of
instances. The properties are then classified into data
type and object type properties.

Fig. 8. Different visual representations of nodes and edges bear dif-
ferent ontological significance

The graphical space of AffectiveGraphs is a particle
system, that simulates gravity, drag and apply forces
between particles. Particles are objects that can move
around within the particle system, based on the forces
acting upon them. Spring forces and attractive forces
act on the particles — springs ensure the connected
particles are always maintained at a minimum dis-
tance from each other, while attraction can be positive
or negative (repulsion). Unlike non-hierarchical rela-
tions, hierarchical ones are used as springs, thereby
contributing toward the final layout. The semantic in-
terpretation of a spring is a ‘rdfs:subClassOf’ (hierar-
chical) relation in our current implementation of Af-
fective Graphs. However, this can be changed to any
other relation that is deemed appropriate for a particu-
lar dataset. A non hierarchical edge, on the other hand
can have two semantic interpretations: an object edge
that connects semantic concepts (like an object prop-
erty connects two semantic concepts), represented by a

green bezier curve between two nodes (edge C in Fig.
8) or a loop that connects one node to itself (edge D
in Fig. 8); a data edge that emerges from a node and is
represented by a blue straight line (edge B in Fig. 8).

9.1. Query Mechanism

Our approach was to exploit the inherent feature
in a semantic dataset where concepts are connected
to themselves and other concepts with relations. Such
a visual approach toward presenting, exploring and
querying data stems from our belief that Semantic Web
data is fundamentally highly visual and graphical and
our approach toward consumption of such data could
be more interactive by presenting to users the data as
it was conceptualised by data providers at the time of
creation. This makes construction of complex queries
significantly easier — just by right clicking on nodes
and edges and selecting ‘Add/Remove Query’ from the
context menu to set/remove a query term, as shown in
Fig. 9.

The figure shows a screenshot of Affective Graphs
configured to visualise the geographical dataset from
the Mooney Natural Language Learning Data17. The
left side of the image shows a user right-clicking
on a non-weighted object edge (an object property,
hasMountain) that connects State and Mountain to
load the context-menu. Upon selecting ‘Add/Remove
Query’ from the menu, the concepts State and Moun-
tain are highlighted in blue as well as the edge has-
Mountain. The highlighting is a visual feedback that
communicates that the system has accepted the user’s
query and has built a corresponding query. Right hand
side of the Fig. 9 shows Affective Graphs showing the
query that was built.

If a concept was selected as a query item, then the
interface highlights only the concept and interprets the
action as the user is interested in looking at the in-
stances that are types of the particular concept. Af-
fective Graphs attempts to understand what concept
or properties are being selected and associate internal
query variables to the selections, partially building/re-
building a query after every subsequent action. Each
partial query is a small fraction of the final SPARQL
query that represents what the user actions are inter-
preted as. The following is an example of a SPARQL
query generated as a result of the user interactions as
shown in Fig. 9

17http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/ml/nldata.html
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Fig. 9. Visually building queries

@prefix mooney:<http://www.mooney.net/geo#>.
1. SELECT * WHERE {
2. ?State a mooney:State.
3. OPTIONAL { ?State rdfs:label ?State_Label}.
4. ?Mountain a mooney:Mountain.
5. OPTIONAL { ?Mountain rdfs:label ?Mountain_Label}.
6. ?State mooney:hasMountain ?Mountain.
7. ?Mountain mooney:height ?height.
8. }

The SPARQL query thus generated consists of two
parts: partial query directly built by the user (lines 6
and 7) and partial query prepared by Affective Graphs
(lines 2-5). While the user-built partial query is a di-
rect representation of the selection made by the user,
the partial queries are built out of the concepts that
are selected — the final query looks for instances and
their instances that are types of the selected concepts.
These instances are ‘joined’ by the properties that are
selected. Labels are used to render the results in a
user-friendly way, separating the content from its for-
malised representation.

Often, users may have highly specific information
need that they would like to query for such as the birth
date or birth place of Elton John or a generic query
such as the height of all mountains and rivers within a
state that contains the character sequence ‘miss’ within
their names. Queries such as these (FILTER queries)
can be constructed in Affective Graphs using con-
straints — users can right click a node or concept that
is set as a query and select ‘Add Constraint’ from the
context menu, which would load a dialog that prompts
for constraints. Fig. 10 shows the user entering a con-
straint that sets the number of pages in a book authored
by a writer to be greater than 300.

Users can also select if this constraint would be set
as a negation constraint, as well as an OR query. The
data type of property would dictate the type of con-
straint — if the data type is a string literal, then the fil-
ters being applied would be a regular expression filter.
Instead, if the data type would be numeric, then com-

Fig. 10. adding constraints

parisons would be possible. After a constraint is set,
Affective Graphs would communicate the user of the
new action by setting the respective query concept or
property in a darker shade.

The following SPARQL query represents the inter-
action as shown in the figure:

@prefix dbont:<http://dbpedia.org/ontology/>.
1. SELECT * WHERE {
2. ?writer a dbont:Writer.
3. ?writer rdfs:label ?writer_Label.
4. ?book a dbont:Book.
5. ?book rdfs:label ?book_Label.
8. ?writer dbont:notableWork ?book.
9. ?writer dbont:birthName ?birthName.
10. ?book dbont:numberOfPages ?numberOfPages.
11. FILTER ( (?numberOfPages > 300))
12. }

Setting concepts and properties as query items
would result in the creation of partial queries on lines
2-10 and setting constraints would result in the cre-
ation of partial query on line 11. Multiple constraints
would generate multiple lines of FILTER queries.
Once the user has completed identifying the concepts
and properties of interest, the relevant SPARQL query
is displayed at the bottom of the screen (Section D,
Fig. 3). It can be often useful for users to configure
their queries and only select concepts that they are in-
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terested in — e.g. though a query may contain multi-
ple concepts and properties, it could be possible that
in the end, a user is only interested in one particular
concept and uses the rest as means of constructing log-
ical joins to arrive at the resulting concept. Pagination
and limiting result sets could also be a useful feature
when dealing with large result sets. Users can click on
the ‘Search’ button (Section E, Fig. 3) to get results,
which would be presented at the bottom of the screen.

9.2. User Interactions and Contextual Information
Presentation

Being a graphical interface, Affective Graphs sup-
ports mouse interactions such as left and right clicks,
drag and hover as well as pre-configured keyboard
short-cuts. Users navigate through the graphs by using
conventional techniques such as left click on pie sec-
tions to create new nodes, hover on the sections to see
concept labels, right click to load a context menu, drag
nodes to reposition them to a more convenient loca-
tion.

The right hand side of the Affective Graphs inter-
face shows contextual information (i.e. Context Sec-
tion) about the concept currently in focus, as well as
the query being built (marked as section B in Fig. 3).
This context section is presented as an overlay on the
graphical element, which can be easily hidden if the
user wishes to. In addition to the constraints already
applied in the query, this section presents a list of all
the properties (object and data type) that are associated
with the current concept in focus, along with indicat-
ing which other concepts are connected to the current
concept via the object properties.

9.3. Result Presentation

Presentation of results is a challenging process that
can have multiple solutions, based on different moti-
vations such as user preference, expertise, application
framework, domain and so on. The solutions that we
have considered are mostly visualisation of result sets
as charts, graphs, maps and so on by incorporating ba-
sic visualisations. However, in our current implemen-
tation we decided to present results in a sortable ta-
ble, improved from a standard endpoint presentation as
HTML tables.

It should be noted that the presentation of the results
is not an integral part of Affective Graphs as the system
is to provide users with an interactive and highly visual
way of exploring and querying unknown Linked Data.

The final system would be an integrated system, com-
bining Affective Graphs with a dashboard approach for
presenting results that had been previously developed
[57,56].

9.4. Tools Used

Affective Graphs was built using a client-server ar-
chitecture. A web-based interface was developed us-
ing HTML and javascript. The visualisation is built us-
ing Processingjs18. CSS19 and jqueryUI20 are respon-
sible for styling the interface, while jquery21 handles
the interaction with the server. The backend consists of
PHP22 scripts, using ARC223 to interact with Linked
Data endpoints.

10. Evaluation

As a user-centered development process, several
sessions of discussions, focus groups, and evaluations
with users shaped the final interface for Affective
Graphs. Changes were functional as well as enhance-
ments (such as adding contextual menu items, tooltips,
search boxes etc.) after each session with users, hence
the interface has significantly evolved since its incep-
tion. We discuss three significant evaluations that are
most relevant to this paper:

– Evaluation 1: An objective evaluation of aesthetic
properties of the system, compared with existing
tools.

– Evaluation 2: A user evaluation with experts and
casual users to understand how the tool performs
compared to other tools.

– Evaluation 3: A user evaluation with Semantic
Web experts to understand how well users per-
ceive the system with increased exposure to the
tool.

10.1. Evaluation of Aesthetic Properties

Several rounds of re-design after consecutive user-
feedback resulted in a version of Affective Graphs that
was relatively mature and ready to be evaluated with

18http://processingjs.org/js
19http://www.w3schools.com/css/
20http://jqueryui.com/
21http://jquery.com/
22http://php.net/
23https://github.com/semsol/arc2/wiki
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a final set of users. In order to understand the aes-
thetic properties of the interface, we analysed Affec-
tive Graphs using the same metrics as we had previ-
ously used to compare existing Semantic Web inter-
faces (see Section 5). In this evaluation, we wanted to
answer two major questions:

– How does the system compare with respect to the
system that was judged to be the most aestheti-
cally pleasing tool?

– How does the system compare with the highest
score achieved by any tool for the individual cat-
egories?

Section 5 showed that the Semantic Web interfaces
that we had earlier analysed had relatively low scores,
with the highest score obtained by any tool being 0.65
out of a maximum possible score of 1. The eight mea-
sures of aesthetic properties were calculated for Affec-
tive Graphs and compared with two other sets of scores
— the tool which scored the highest in our previous
experiment, mSpace. Additionally, we compared Af-
fective Graphs with the highest scores obtained by any
tool in each of the individual criteria. The experiment
identified the tools which obtained the highest scores
for different categories — balance (Sig.ma), Equilib-
rium (Sig.ma), Symmetry (mSpace), Sequence (Pow-
erAqua, NLP Reduce), Rhythm (K-Search), Cohesion
(mSpace) and Unity (NLP Reduce).

Similar to the previous experiment, the scores for
each metric are calculated three times. However, in
this experiment, we compare the highest scores ob-
tained by each, since we are interested in the best
scores. Fig. 11 shows a comparative plot of the best
scores obtained by any tool, best scoring tool and Af-
fective Graphs. The figure shows that Affective Graphs
scored the highest in four out of the seven categories
(Rhythm, Sequence, Symmetry and Cohesion). The
system scored lesser than the other two in balance and
unity. Equilibrium scores are marginally lower than
the other two, with Affective Graphs scoring 0.987
as compared to 0.999 by the highest scoring tool
(Sig.ma).

Overall, as can be seen from the graph, Affective
Graphs scored the highest, significantly higher than the
best scores obtained by the Semantic Web tools (an
order and complexity score of 0.8404 as compared to
0.6523). Whilst these scores, are by no means conclu-
sive in deciding the most aesthetically pleasing inter-
face, the positive results serve as a good indication to-
ward developing a more pleasant experience for users.
Our intent, in this evaluation was not to judge an inter-

face as the most aesthetically pleasing one, but to ex-
plore an alternative way of objectively evaluating Se-
mantic Web interfaces and assessing how the imple-
mented system scores with respect to existing systems.
This is important as the system was designed consid-
ering aesthetics as one of the most important features.

An objective evaluation as the one explored can only
provide an indication of the aesthetic properties of a
system. However, the truest reflection on the aesthetic
appeal of an interface can only be provided by a sub-
jective judgement of the users. Personal preferences,
bias, societal impact, learning experiences and other
factors influence a user’s judgement and preference for
a particular interface. This makes it an extremely dif-
ficult task to assess a real user’s perception to an in-
terface. While we acknowledge the significant role of
users in determining the pleasurable quality of an in-
terface, we believe that early objective analysis of the
aesthetic principles is helpful and can provide a start-
ing point for development. As previously discussed,
interface layout is only one of the several factors that
contribute toward the aesthetic appeal of an interface.
However, other factors such as colour and texture are
considerably difficult to formulate in order to ascertain
an objective value [59].

10.2. User Evaluation with casual and expert users

Aligning an interface with aesthetic principles and
objective metrics can help estimate the visual plea-
sure that users may experience while using the system.
However, it is important to verify if the approach of
the system can be used to perform fact finding tasks,
which users of Linked Data engage themselves with.
There were two main objectives for this evaluation:

1. How does Affective Graphs perform in compar-
ison to other systems employing different query
approaches ?

2. How does an aesthetically designed interface af-
fect the user’s perception of the system as a
whole ?

In order to answer the first question, we identified
other systems which employ different querying mech-
anisms (such as natural language, form based and
graph based) and evaluated all the tools together with
the same questions and dataset. The evaluation also in-
cluded user satisfaction questionnaires that users were
provided with at the end of every session with each
tool. The questionnaires were aimed at gathering sub-
jective feedback for each tool, which were then later
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Fig. 11. Comparison of Affective Graphs with the highest scoring tool and the maximum scores in each aesthetic metric

analysed. The following describe the experiment de-
sign and the subsequent analysis.

10.2.1. Experiment Design
Five systems (Semantic Crystal, K-Search, Ginseng,

Affective Graphs and NLP Reduce) employing dif-
ferent querying techniques (visual, natural language,
form based) were evaluated independently in a com-
parative setting as a part of the second evaluation cam-
paign in the SEALS project 24. Five questions carefully
chosen from the Mooney Natural Language Learning
Data25 were presented to the users, which needed to be
answered by interacting with the systems. The ques-
tions were of different complexities: a query involv-
ing one concept and one relation (e.g. All capitals of
states in the USA); a query involving two concepts
and two relations (e.g. Cities in states through which a
river Mississippi runs); a query involving a compari-
son (e.g. States that have a city named Columbia with
a city population of over 50,000); a query that involves
superlative comparison (e.g. Lakes that are present in
a state with the highest point) and a negation query
(e.g. Rivers do not traverse the state with the capital
Nashville). Since different query techniques are em-
ployed by the systems, some of them are a better natu-
ral fit for the type of tasks that were presented to users.
For example, a form-based approach would be a better
natural fit for answering specific questions compared
to a graphical one. While Affective Graphs would fit
naturally in an exploratory scenario, the constraints
imposed by the SEALS project to comparatively eval-
uate and benchmark systems limited the types of tasks

24http://www.seals-project.eu/seals-evaluation-campaigns
25http://www.cs.utexas.edu/users/ml/nldata.html

that could be used for the evaluation. The next eval-
uation, described in Section 10.3 hence involved ex-
ploratory tasks to understand how Affective Graphs
could provide support to users in such situations. The
users, in either of the evaluations were not aware that
an explicit focus on aesthetics was made while design-
ing the system. The first evaluation discussed in this
section had the same introduction to all the systems to
ensure that the users would not be biased toward any
particular system.

Twenty users (10 experts and 10 casual users) aged
between 19-46, with a mean age of 30 years were re-
cruited to evaluate the systems via email. Expert users
had knowledge and experience with Semantic Web,
while casuals had little or no knowledge. The users
tried the systems in a random order, to reduce the im-
pact of learning or frustration toward a particular tool.

The evaluation was conducted by a test leader who
was independent from the development of any of the
tools, to avoid any bias during the evaluation.

For the scope of this paper, we discuss the evaluation
from the perspective of Affective Graphs, comparing
with the other systems. The results of the comparative
study conducted by the SEALS project is discussed in
more details by Elbedweihy [22]

10.2.2. Results
We analyse the results for the two user types in two

ways: we explore how long it takes for a user to for-
mulate a satisfactory query (query input time) and how
many times they executed their queries to perform their
tasks (number of attempts). Fig. 12 shows three box-
plots — SUS score, query input time and number of
attempts for each tool clustered by the user type.

Analysing the query input time (middle boxplot)
shows a trend that we had expected to observe — NLP
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Fig. 12. Evaluation results for SUS scores, query input time and number of attempts for Affective Graphs: the users have been grouped into two
types — experts and casual

Reduce took the least time to formulate queries, while
Semantic Crystal and Affective Graphs took consider-
ably longer. The only exception being Ginseng, where
users were frustrated by a restrictive natural language
interface (this is described in more details in [22]).
Users took relatively longer to formulate queries us-
ing the graphical approach of Affective Graphs. While
conducting the experiment, it was observed that this
was mostly due to the fact that users found themselves
engaged with the system, and were interested in ex-
ploring different features of the interface. The num-
ber of attempts also provided an interesting insight
— users took the most number of attempts in retriev-
ing satisfactory results using NLP Reduce. Affective
Graphs scored among the least for both experts and ca-
suals. However, given their prior knowledge in Seman-
tic Web formalisms, experts took the least number of
attempts using Affective Graphs.

Combining the query input time and number of at-
tempts reveals the most interesting observation — ca-
sual and expert users took a significantly large amount
of time in order to formulate highly precise queries,
thereby being able to answer their information need
satisfactorily. This finding is key to our efforts, as users
can exploit the highly graphical approach to express
themselves more precisely to their satisfaction.

The users highly appreciated the system and felt ex-
cited about an interactive and intuitive system present-
ing information in a pleasing way. This was more in-
teresting for the evaluation, as there was no explicit

mention of aesthetics playing a critical role in the de-
sign of the system. One of the most encouraging com-
ments from one of the participants, “it is interesting
that when you use a colourful and interactive system,
you do not mind trying several times to get an answer
as it is a playful and enjoyable experience” clearly
identifies with our focus and aim — to help users com-
prehend, query and explore unknown Linked Data and
provide a pleasant, exciting and enjoyable experience.
Another interesting comment “we have been exposed
to natural language querying tools like google and ya-
hoo for a long time and hence find ourselves more
comfortable with such systems, but had I been intro-
duced to such graphical techniques, I would proba-
bly choose them over traditional natural language sys-
tems” shows that a user’s pre-disposition and prior ex-
perience with natural language interfaces can influence
the acceptability of a different solution. However, if the
experience of using such an interface is pleasant and
enjoyable, there is a greater likelihood of the system
being accepted by user communities.

Users were provided with a questionnaire consisting
of System Usability Scale (SUS) questions, which are
standard questions for determining a user’s perception
toward several aspects of a system. Affective Graphs
scored the highest (60.0) in average overall usability
score (SUS) when both the user types are combined
(compared to 55 scored by Semantic Crystal, 41.25 by
K-Search and 40.0 by Ginseng and NLP Reduce). In-
terestingly, expert users like the system more than ca-
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sual users, possibly owing to the prior knowledge of
Semantic Web formalisms and graphical approaches to
representing data.

While there were users who disliked a completely
visual approach toward exploring data, most of the
users liked this approach, and would prefer to fre-
quently use the system as a part of their daily analyt-
ical tasks. Most users also felt the system was easy to
use, though the experts seemed to be more comfort-
able with the system — we acknowledge this since the
experts have prior knowledge of semantic formalisms
and have a better understanding of the ontological
concepts and visual representations of properties and
classes. Similar to ease of use, most often experts
found the system easier to learn owing to their knowl-
edge and expertise. Often repeated as comments were
that both the casual and expert users found the inter-
face fun, playful and enjoyable to use overall. This is
extremely encouraging since this shows that it is pos-
sible to interact with Linked Data in a manner which
does not involve highly formal and structured ways of
querying.

In addition to the questionnaire responses, users
were asked qualitative questions that attempt to under-
stand the positive and negative features of the system.
The responses of the questionnaires were collated and
grouped into different categories:

1. Affective Graphs Interface
2. Visual Query Mechanism
3. Result presentation
4. Others

Our discussion is driven by the positive and negative
comments regarding these aspects of the system. The
evaluation with the users has been highly satisfying,
where users confirmed our approach and appreciated
the different features that promise to make interacting
with Linked Data an enjoyable, fun and exciting ex-
perience for users. Comments such as “once I got the
hang of it, it made much more sense and was easy to
use”, “Bit of a learning curve but after that it was quite
easy and intuitive to use”, “Easiest to define queries
out of the ones I’ve used” and “this system was sim-
pler to use than I expected” show that the users had an
initial impression of the system to be difficult to use.
However, with a little experience and learning, the in-
tuitiveness and ease of use was apparent. Learnability
is a feature that is extremely important specially with
new approaches toward consuming Linked Data.

Comments such as “The graph visualisation worked
well graphics were intuitive and easy to use and com-

bine I liked to see the links between the concepts it
made it easier to understand”, “The nice user inter-
face made for a more pleasant search experience, and
the animations made it clear which concepts were con-
nect”, “friendly interface, fun” and “The graphic in-
terface is really intuitive and easy to use Visual ap-
pearance of system was modern and interesting” re-
flects the positive feeling that users had after using
the system. Upon asking how the system could be im-
proved, several suggestions came up, such as display-
ing the entire ontology at one go and hide reverse re-
lations (e.g. hasMountain and isMountainOf). While
we agree that hiding reverse relations could help re-
ducing the number of edges, it would be beneficial if
there are reverse relations existing in the ontologies (a
few datasets do not have any reverse relations defined)
and the same data is reflected on a reverse relation (it
could be possible that the reverse relations are not pop-
ulated synchronously), thereby possibly increasing the
chances of a user missing information. Showing the
entire ontology to a user can also have a negative ef-
fect of increasing cognitive burden on users by show-
ing them information that is not relevant to their inter-
ests. Our current approach has been to present infor-
mation to the user only if they convey their interest on
specific concepts and relations.

Users appreciated the visual query approach, and
liked the interactive mechanisms involved in the query-
ing process. Comments like “The query generation
is intuitive and simple to use. It hides all complexity
of the underlying query language. You dont need to
think in advance the order of the elements that have to
be taken into account in the query and add them any
time.”, “I liked to see how the links and circles acti-
vated when I added them to my question. That made me
realise what I was actually been query, that also gave
me and idea of the coverage of my question” show that
the users appreciated the visual communication of the
query being applied and how the querying mechanism
attempts to ‘hide’ the complexity involved in build-
ing a SPARQL query. However, users felt that several
things could be improved in the system in two main
areas: automatically linking query concept and proper-
ties (where smaller queries can be linked to construct
a single larger query, automatically selecting concepts
as query elements when a property is selected), a more
varied colour palette to prominently highlight filter
constraints. Users also felt that there could be more on-
screen help to guide the users in building queries and
there seemed to be some cognitive gap among users
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while converting a natural language question (tasks)
into a representative visual query.

Results presentation was by far the weakest aspect
of the system – other systems such as K-Search and
Semantic Crystal scored relatively higher in this cat-
egory. We believe there are three reasons for this: a
highly visual and interactive mechanism of querying
and exploring data generated an expectation of a sim-
ilar representation for the result sets (comments such
as “better presentation of query results”, “perhaps a
more graphical approach to the answers like when cre-
ating the select statement would help” indicate that
the users were slightly disappointed with a textual re-
sult set), lack of enrichment of result sets (comments
such as “i d like to have ‘move over’ function that
brings up a summary of each result” imply that some
level of processing on the results would be helpful)
and experimental constraints required users to create
queries in a specific manner where they were requested
to specify the variable names as a part of the query,
thereby resulting in a set of URIs returned rather than
labels (“the results were too SW”). As previously high-
lighted, it is also to be noted that Affective Graphs is a
tool that was built specifically for querying and explor-
ing Linked Data. A different interface has been built
for rendering result sets [57,56], which will be inte-
grated with Affective Graphs at a later stage.

One of the user’s comment, “It would probably look
OK as a search system in a Science Fiction B-Movie”
is encouraging and valued to our approach — users
seemed to be excited and stimulated by using the sys-
tem.

Our observations and discussions with the users dur-
ing the evaluation highlighted several areas and issues
that needed more attention. The next iteration of design
and implementation addressed such issues and after six
months, another set of evaluation was conducted. We
discuss the next phase of evaluations in the following
subsection.

10.3. Effect of Prolonged Use (Extended
Learnability)

The motivating factors for conducting this eval-
uation were two-fold: (1) an evaluation at an ear-
lier development cycle introduced several questions
that were highly interesting and required a more in-
depth study of how users interact with and respond to
the system; (2) as a scheduled evaluation to estimate
how newly added features and modifications were per-
ceived by users.

The overall positive results of Affective Graphs was
highly encouraging, and user feedback and sugges-
tions were analysed to understand how the system can
be improved. The most common feedback was that the
users enjoyed interacting with the system and, in spite
of being perceived as slightly complex, users found
the system highly stimulating and engaging. This was
largely credited to the ‘playful’, attractive and inter-
active nature of the system. The users, however men-
tioned that they would like more training and oppor-
tunity to learn the system in order to exploit the full
potential of the system. This, along with the apprecia-
tion of the aesthetic appeal of the tool seeded the next
stage of development for Affective Graphs, where our
interest was in understanding how learning the system
would affect the use of the system. More specifically,
we wanted to understand:

1. How easy (in terms of time and effort required)
it is to learn how to use Affective Graphs to per-
form tasks of different complexity and conduct
exploratory search tasks ?

2. What is the effect of learning on performing tasks
?

3. How does learning affect the aesthetic perception
of the system ?

Learnability, used interchangeably with ease of
learning is an important criterion of usability that fo-
cuses on the ease of learning how to use a system or an
interface. [74] describes learnability as the relation of
performance and efficiency to training and frequency
of use. [61] discusses how learnability can be mea-
sured in terms of the time required for a user to be able
to perform certain tasks successfully or reach a spec-
ified level of proficiency. A similar definition is given
by [76] as “the time it takes members of the user com-
munity to learn how to use the commands relevant to a
set of tasks". [81] argues that measuring usability in a
one-time evaluation might be misleading since the use
of some applications/systems requires frequency and
therefore assessing learnability would be essential.

Learnability has received a significant amount of fo-
cus in the literature, some of which focused on as-
sessing learnability as a usability criterion while oth-
ers investigated how it is affected by different factors
(such as interface design). While some of this work fo-
cused on initial learnability (referring to the initial per-
formance with the system), others looked at extended
learnability (referring to the change in performance
over time) [28]. For example, [33] studied the learn-
ability of two hypermedia authoring tools (HATs) as
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perceived by academics. Subjects’ answers to a set of
Likert scale-based questions and their feedback, which
was recorded during the sessions, were used to investi-
gate learnability issues. In [64], learnability of two dif-
ferent methods of interaction with databases was com-
pared using similar measures which are based on sub-
jective data (such as questionnaires and users’ feed-
back). [41] assessed the learnability of searching two
university Web sites by asking students of the first
university to search the other site and vice versa. In
contrast to the previous studies, efficiency-based mea-
sures, including success rate (number of tasks per-
formed correctly) and the time required to perform
the tasks, were used to assess learnability. Addition-
ally, [69,83,17,33] showed that learnability and usabil-
ity are congruent.

Despite this attention, both IR and Semantic Search
evaluations focused either on performance-oriented as-
pects (such as precision and recall) [29,3] or assessed
usability in terms of efficiency, effectiveness and sat-
isfaction, leaving aside learnability and memorabil-
ity [43,21].

10.3.1. Experiment Design
A dataset, consisting of information regarding pa-

pers presented in conferences and workshops in the
area of Semantic Web26 was uploaded to a local Vir-
tuoso installation and made available for Affective
Graphs to query. There were three main motivations
for choosing the dataset, given a group of users —
Semantic Web experts are familiar with the dataset;
Users have a good understanding of scientific publish-
ing; and Availability of real-world query logs27. The
logs of the user queries for the dataset were then anal-
ysed to understand the different types of requests made
by users. Following our analysis, we identified the fol-
lowing four types of queries that are most often used:

1. Simple Task (ST): CnAnFn ;
n = 1
Simple queries that comprises only one concept
and one attribute but also a filter or a restriction
value applied to the attribute. E.g. Find the peo-
ple with first name ‘Knud’

2. Multiple Attributes Task (MAT): CnAm ;
n = 1,m ≥ 1

26Semantic Web Dog Food dataset, http://data.semanticweb.org/
27The USEWOD 2012 dataset

(http://data.semanticweb.org/usewod/2012/challenge.html) con-
sisted of two years of real-world query logs from 12/2008 till
12/2010

Increased number of attributes without a filter.
E.g. List the name, page and homepage of organ-
isations

3. Multiple Concepts Task (MCT): CnRm ;
n ≥ 1,m ≥ 1
Searching across multiple concepts, similar to
breadth search. E.g. List all the people who have
given keynote talks

4. Complex Task (CT): CnAmFoRp ;
n > 1,m, o, p ≥ 1
Include all the four components: concepts with
relations linking them, attributes/properties of
the concepts as well as filters restricting the
values of the attributes. E.g. Find the page
and homepage of each person whose status is
‘Academia’ and was a chair of a session event
and find its location.

where ‘C’ = Concept, ‘A’ = Attribute, ‘F’= Filter, ‘R’=
Relation.

Ten expert users (8 men, 2 women) aged between
22-38 (mean of 31 years) were then asked to perform
a given set of search tasks using the interface in a con-
trolled laboratory setting over three one-hour sessions.
The users were either researchers or software devel-
opers highly proficient in Semantic Web technologies
as well as conversant with scientific publishing do-
main. The three sessions were spread over three con-
secutive days. On the first session, subjects were ini-
tially introduced to the experiment and its goals, fol-
lowed by a 5 minute presentation and explanation of
the system. The second session started with a simi-
lar 5 minute presentation, with special focus to how
the system can be efficiently used and a few shortcuts.
Following a 5-10 minutes hands-on practice session,
users were then given control of the system and were
asked to perform four tasks, one of each type. In ad-
dition to the fact-finding tasks, users were also asked
to perform an exploratory task, where the real answer
to the task was not known, and could depend on the
user’s interpretation of the question. These exploratory
tasks were asked on the first and third sessions. Since
we wanted to understand the effect of learning on per-
forming tasks and the exploratory tasks were expected
to be time-consuming, we decided to have these tasks
as part of the first and third sessions. The set of tasks
are provided in Appendix B, where in every session, a
random task from each category was selected.

As discussed previously, the most common ways
in literature to measure learnability were either based
on objective data by comparing users’ performance/
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efficiency over time or subjectively using learnabil-
ity questions such as “I found this interface easy to
learn". To allow for deeper analysis, we collected both
objective and subjective data covering the experiment
results. Input time, success rate and number of at-
tempts provided objective data, while responses from
three questionnaires (System Usability Scale [11], Ex-
tended and Aesthetics) provided the subjective data.
Questionnaires were filled in at the end of every ses-
sion. The system usability scale questionnaire included
questions that attempt to understand the affect of learn-
ability on usability. The extended questionnaire in-
cluded more specific questions on learnability, remem-
bering features and so on. Aesthetics questionnaire in-
cluded questions on what the user’s perception of var-
ious aesthetic properties of the system. Additionally,
users were also presented with open-ended questions
to gather further details about how their experience
was.

10.3.2. Data Analysis and Results
Though a lot of data was collected from our evalu-

ation, our analysis and discussions will focus on two
major aspects: how users performed their tasks and
how they perceived the interface. Additionally, we will
discuss the feedback users provided in terms of re-
sponses to open-ended questions. Following the eval-
uation, we investigated two main observations: input
time and number of attempts. Here, we define input
time as the amount of time taken to compose a satisfy-
ing query i.e. time taken from the time the user starts
the task till the search is executed. Number of attempts
is defined as the number of queries executed by users
to complete their tasks. We also analysed these mea-
sures to understand how the behaviour of users was af-
fected as they learnt the system.

Objective data, in the form of query logs were
collected, which indicated two key features — how
quickly do users perform tasks after training, how
many attempts at completing the task do the users need
before they are satisfied with the results. An evaluation
controller collected user interaction events and the logs
were later analysed. We grouped the logs into the three
sessions and compared the data. This is shown in the
Fig. 13.

Efficiency and Effectiveness The figure on the left
shows a boxplot of the distribution of the number of at-
tempts required to perform the five types of tasks in the
different sessions. During the evaluation, we observed
two types of behavior among users, based on the type
of task. Users behaved similarly when they were faced

with simpler tasks (ST, MAT, MCT) and their behavior
changed as the tasks became more complex. Initially,
users needed a few attempts at solving simple tasks.
Complex tasks required a few more attempts at solv-
ing the tasks. The number of attempts required for the
simple tasks started reducing over the sessions as users
gained more familiarity with the tool. This was an ex-
pected result, as users are more comfortable with a new
interface with time, and gain more expertise interact-
ing with it. Furthermore, users started trying new tech-
niques and features during the second session, which
increased the level of comfort and helped users adapt
to Affective Graphs more.

An unexpected observation was the change in be-
havior while performing slightly complex tasks- users
seemed to require more attempts in order to perform
the tasks during the latter sessions. This was surpris-
ing, as we had expected the users to find such tasks eas-
ier with more time and familiarity. The (median) num-
ber of attempts for complex task (CT) increased from 2
in session 1 to 2.5 in session 2 and 3.5 in session 3. The
(median) number of attempts for exploratory tasks(ET)
increased from 3.5 in session 1 to 5 in session 3. This
clearly showed a change in the behavior and approach
toward solving complex tasks.

The figure on the right shows a boxplot of the dis-
tribution of the amount of time required by users to
formulate their queries to solve the tasks (input time).
In general, we observed a significant decrease of in-
put time from an overall average of 106.48s in the first
session and 72.72s in the second session to 66.845s in
the final session. All of the types of tasks have shown
a steady reduction in the input time. Our observations
during the evaluation sessions credited this to the in-
creased comfort and acquaintance with the system and
its features with more time and familiarity with the sys-
tems. While the relatively simpler tasks (ST,MAT and
MCT) have seen a general reduction in the times, the
complex and exploratory tasks are of greater interest to
our analysis owing to the more complex nature of the
tasks.

The user’s performance in the complex tasks (CT
and ET) appear highly interesting. The reduction in
time is significant — from a median of 140.86s in the
first session and 107.01s in the second to 75.575s in
the final session for the complex tasks (CT) and 91.16s
in the first session to 56.87s in the final for the ex-
ploratory tasks (ET). This explains the earlier observa-
tion where the number of attempts increased with more
familiarity with the tool — greater familiarity and
comfort with Affective Graphs helped users try several
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Fig. 13. Analysis of performance of users with five types of tasks: ST: Simple, MAT: Multiple Attribute, MCT: Multiple Concept, CT: Complex,
ET: Exploratory. Figure on the left shows a box-plot of the number of attempts required to solve a task satisfactorily, grouped into sessions and
task types. Figure on the right shows a box-plot of the input time grouped into sessions and task types

things more quickly as users found it easier to formu-
late queries. This was also observed during the eval-
uations: initially, users were carefully building long
queries, connecting multiple concepts. This technique
gradually changed to a different one in the second ses-
sion, where users tried short bursts of queries, gradu-
ally building up to form a longer one. Users could use
the outcome of the short queries to quickly formulate
a longer query, which was well-informed and driven
by the results of short queries. Let us consider the sec-
ond exploratory task in Appendix B: the task requires
the user to identify persons who are experts in Knowl-
edge Management. There could be several approaches
toward solving this task — users could look at all per-
sons that have organised tutorials that are associated
with Knowledge Management, or all persons who have
several publications on the topic. The ultimate goal of
this task is to connect multiple concepts (either pro-
ceedings, tutorials or workshop events) by correspond-
ing relations, and identify people. The approach fol-
lowed in session 1 was to select all the relevant rela-
tions, set constraints and connect the concepts in the
very first attempt at one go — this would not give any
results for many queries, thereby making the user try
re-building the entire query after every attempt. Upon
realising this repetitive process, most users gradually
shifted their approach toward building short queries (to

find all the authors, tutorial authors etc.) and investi-
gate the results to build a final query that was more
certain to provide useful answers.

User Satisfaction Three questionnaires were pre-
sented to users at the end of every session — a gen-
eral usability questionnaire (ten 5-point Likert scale
questions for computing SUS scores [11]), an extended
questionnaire (five 5-point Likert scale questions and
2 open questions, related to understanding learnability,
ease of use and remembering features) and an aesthet-
ics questionnaire (fifteen 5-point Likert Scale ques-
tions, related to understanding various aesthetic fea-
tures of the interface). Finally, two open-ended ques-
tions were asked at the end of the third session, which
aimed at understanding what users liked/disliked in the
system, and how that changed over the sessions (as a
result of learning and increased familiarity)

Overall, the system was appreciated by users, and
the high SUS scores indicate the positive response. The
high SUS score of 76.25 in the initial session indicated
the first reactions of the users to the system — users
seemed to like the interactive and ‘playful’ environ-
ment, which evoked an overall positive response. The
second session noted a significant improvement in the
SUS scores(82.5) — this was more due to the users be-
ing excited and satisfied about successfully trying sev-
eral features. The final session shows a marginally de-
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creased SUS score (81.25), but still significantly higher
than the first. We believe this is due to the users being
more accustomed to the system, and having learnt new
features over the sessions, the initial excitement of dis-
covering new features had normalised by the third ses-
sion. Users appreciated the visual approach adopted by
Affective Graphs, as shown in the answers when asked
what the users liked about the system:

– “The visual aspect of the system makes it less te-
dious to perform searches. I also found it easier
to define the relations and constraints on the re-
lations than in other systems”

– “interface is visually appealing: responsive, colour-
ful, professional feedback is good nice to explore
the structure of the underlying data without clut-
ter”

– “the graphical interface makes it very easy to use.
the exploratory nature is very good, it is easy to
learn by exploring”

– “This interface eases a lot the use of SPARQL and
makes simple querying an RDF dataset’’

– “Overall though, I liked how queries could be
built using the system to retrieve precise facts. It
is much easier to use a system like this than hav-
ing to build queries by hand”

Affective Graphs was judged by users using 5-point
Likert scales, values ranging from 1 to 5, 1 being the
most positive, while 5 being the most negative. The
system was judged moderately easy to use and under-
stand (Fig. 14, bottom right) initially with a median
score of 2 in the initial two sessions. The system was
also initially judged to be moderately straightforward.
With more familiarity and experience with the tool,
users felt more confident and the median scores re-
duced to 1 from 2 in the first two sessions. Users grad-
ually felt more comfortable exploring new features by
trial and error, and this also reflected in the user’s sub-
jective scores — A median of 2 in the first two ses-
sions reduced to 1 in the third. Overall, users also did
not face any issues remembering features throughout
the experiment, and by the third session, they appeared
to remember features without any effort. A few com-
ments also noted how the users perception and experi-
ence of the system changed over time:

– “Ability to use the system effectively and my con-
fidence/speed in using the system grew over time."

– “The system became easier to use and understand
over time."

– “With practise, the tool became easier to use. I
found satisfactory solutions to the questions much
quicker in the second and third sessions than I did
in the first."

– “At first the system seems complicated to use. Af-
ter using it a few times I found it a lot easier to
construct the queries."

– “I also got more confidence with using the system
to progressively build queries instead of trying to
get everything in place at once”

Users were also initially confused by few features
and visual elements on the screen — for example, the
context window on the right (Section B, Fig. 3) was
initially perceived as an element which was not help-
ful, but with more familiarity the use of the window
was more evident and users could eventually perform
their tasks much better. User comments such as “(I)
thought having to use the right hand context box to
find out possible onward links to other concepts was a
pain. got used to this and in the last session was using
this box all the time to find suitable associated con-
cepts.” and “With time I learned how to use the pane
on the right more effectively to identify potential rela-
tionships I could explore between an object already on
the canvas and other objects.” show that there is much
scope for improvement in such areas, but the value of
the content on the window is highly useful if the users
are familiar with the tool.

Our continual insistence on an aesthetically pleasing
experience as one of the key design requirements had
significant benefits on the users. Several users appre-
ciated the interface, and during informal discussions
showed a lot of interest in how the tool was built. Com-
ments such as:

– “Nice UI, clear design to see results”
– “easy to use; intuitive; friendly good way to visu-

alise the structure and data. Good to see possible
links from selected concepts”

– “interface is visually appealing: responsive, colour-
ful, professional feedback is good nice to explore
the structure of the underlying data without clut-
ter”

– “Its a great search tool!”
– “UI nice and is good to use, faster to use than

typing SPARQL.”
– “(Liked) The layout and the connections between

the different sets. As it was easy to see where the
connection between sets were.”
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Fig. 14. Results of the User Evaluations. Left — Aesthetics questionnaire responses, Right Top — SUS scores, Right Bottom — Extended
questionnaire responses (

– “(Liked) the highlighting tool when searching for
particular entities was well designed, and helped
with finding the correct query”

show the overall pleasant experience users had while
interacting with Affective Graphs. We believe that the
response to the interface is directly an outcome of our
design decisions while developing the system. The Fig.
14 shows how the users perceived different aesthetic
properties of the interface over time. We did not no-
tice significant changes in the user’s perception of aes-
thetic the properties. The median scores of 9 of the 15
properties remained constant throughout the sessions.
4 of the properties had a minor variance in the ses-
sions. Most of the users found the interface to be cre-
ative, beautiful and stimulating. The colours presented
to the users were pleasant and helpful in general. Users
initially found the system relatively complex, but with
more learning, the system appeared to be simpler to
use.

10.3.3. Discussions
While the overall reception of the tool was positive,

there were three main aspects which were highlighted
during the evaluation. One aspect was the placement
of edges in the layout. Recalling from the design deci-

sions, the layout was designed in such a way that ex-
ecuted the force direction algorithm for a few seconds
once a user interaction triggers a new node to be ren-
dered. This stopped nodes from overlapping, but there
were no measures for removing overlapping proper-
ties. User comments such as “The relational arms in
the user interface sometimes overlapped and made
it difficult to trace the connections and read the la-
bels”, “Arms of the relations overlap sometimes, es-
pecially when multiple concepts/relations are on the
screen” and “Reading the names of certain proper-
ties can be difficult when they overlap with the con-
cepts behind them- perhaps the option to drag individ-
ual property nodes rather than just the concept nodes
would be a way to overcome this?” highlighted the
issue. Increasing the amount of time allotted to exe-
cute the force-direction algorithm would help position
the new node in a more optimal position, but at the
cost of more browser processing. A different sugges-
tion that came from the mentioned user comments was
be to enable click-and-drag events to allow users to
customise the position of relations. We are also investi-
gating machine learning techniques that model a user’s
re-positioning events on the interface to identify best
possible locations for a new node, based on the user’s
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previous behavior or a common behavior identified by
analysing multiple users.

Another issue highlighted was the context window
on the right of the interface — users had clearly not
noticed the usefulness of this section at the start of the
experiment. It is important to understand the reasons
for this — while, a better and more elaborate expla-
nation of the section would certainly increase its vis-
ibility, a change in the design of the section is worth
investigating. Users could realise the value of the sec-
tion only during the final stages of the second session
and the final session when they started trying different
features and exploring different elements of the inter-
face — a comment by a user on the final session, “I
just noticed today there’s a box on the right with infor-
mation about the concepts and the relations that can
be defined with other concepts. I think this informa-
tion is essential and maybe it’s should be made more
evident to the user’’ sums up the need to re-think the
design of the section. Some solutions were also pro-
posed by the users — comments such as “The help on
the side about related concepts is not straight-forward
in the first session, perhaps a different view would be
more helpful (maybe a tree view?? maybe a small con-
cept graph??)” provide some suggestions to adhere to
a highly visual approach toward presentation of con-
textual information.

The third issue highlighted was the presentation of
the nodes themselves. While users were satisfied with
the presentation of the information, a few users noted
that hovering over pie sections to find out subclasses
of interest could be an intensive process and may be
negatively affecting a positive user experience. A few
proposed solutions have risen as a result of informal
discussions with users — showing labels of all pie sec-
tions of the node in focus, showing labels of the most
significant sections in the pie chart and showing a leg-
end or list of pie sections in a placeholder to name a
few. This, however needs further investigation as pro-
viding more labels do not necessarily contribute to a
greater visual experience. A minimalist approach has
been suggested by many in our literature survey, and
multiple labels visible on the work-space would clutter
the screen and add to the user’s information load.

11. Discussions

Our initial experiments with Linked Data interfaces
and aesthetic measures has highlighted the need for
explicit attention to aesthetics while designing inter-

faces for the Semantic Web. Starting from principles
developed by the HCI and the Visual Analytics com-
munities, we proposed principles that could be used
to develop Semantic Web applications. We used these
principles to design and build an interface that facili-
tates exploratory browsing of Linked Data. [16] pro-
vided a comprehensive review of Linked Data visual-
isation approaches and categorised their design guide-
lines based on the perspectives of a tech user and a lay-
user. We look back at these guidelines and align them
with the features provided in the Affective Graphs
interface in order to understand how it fits with the
greater expectations of the Semantic Web community.
The guidelines proposed by the authors are shown in
Table 11 .

One of the main guidelines proposed by the authors
for both lay and tech users is the need for an intuitive
interface that facilitates browsing of large complex
multi-dimensional data (L1, T1). User evaluations and
focus groups have been highly positive and indicate
that users had a good experience with the tool while
exploring data. The exploratory tasks focussed on un-
derstanding how well users can explore an unknown
dataset to find relevant information. Users found the
interactive and visual approach stimulating and were
willing to explore data in a playful manner, thereby
finding answers to their tasks (L2, T2). We also noted
a change in behaviour as users started becoming more
confident with the system with increasing familiarity
and practice. Affective Graphs also makes it apparent
to the user how different concepts are hierarchically
related and what are the common relationships they
share (L3,T3). Exploring nodes in focus provided users
with more information about the node, which helped
users gather an understanding of a concept without ac-
tively searching for it’s content (L4).

Although not discussed within the scope of this pa-
per, Affective Graphs also has features for exporting
data from query results (T7, L6, L7). The SPARQL
queries are stored in the system, and if a user is in-
terested in the result sets, they can export the results
in a file. This feature was disabled during the evalua-
tions as it was not a focus of our experiments. Since
Affective Graphs is not meant to be a standalone sys-
tem, and will be integrated with another visualisation
framework, which makes it possible to simultaneously
visualise result sets in multiple facets (L7). One of the
most useful features identified by Dadzie and Rowe
is the ability to query for specific instances of data
within a dataset. Affective Graphs helps users build
queries in a highly visual an interactive manner. We
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Tech-Users Lay-Users

T1. Intuitive Navigation through LD structures L1. Intuitive navigation through the large amounts of complex,
multi-dimensional data

T2. Data exploration to understand content and structure L2. Exploratory knowledge discovery
T3. Data exploration to identify links across and within datasets L3. Support for basic to advanced querying, to support filtering

and IR in order to cater to experts as well as casual users
T4. Data exploration to identify errors, noise and anomalies L4. Detailed analysis of ROIs

in content and syntax
T5. Advanced querying using formal query syntax L5. Publication/syndication
T6. Publication/syndication, verification and validation of new L6. Data extraction for reuse

data and links
T7. Data extraction for reuse L7. Presentation of the results of analysis to different audiences.

Table 3
Design guidelines proposed by Dadzie and Rowe [16] visual information presentation catering to two types of users — lay and tech

believe this would be of immense help to lay users
as they would not be trained in formal query syntax.
Their interactions with visual elements would generate
queries which would enable them to answer specific
information needs (L4, L3). The interactions can also
serve as a starting point for advanced users, who can
then directly edit the SPARQL query thereby gener-
ated or modify various query parameters such as limit
the number of results, order results and so on (T5).

12. Conclusions

The starting point of Affective Graphs was under-
standing how to approach exploration of semantic data
in a highly visual approach. In addition to satisfying a
user’s information need and providing an intuitive and
interactive experience, an aesthetically pleasing inter-
face is paramount to a user’s positive impression on
a system. The recent movement toward the release of
thousands of open datasets as Linked Data by govern-
ments and organisations have fostered an environment
where Semantic Web practitioners, enthusiasts, devel-
opers and researchers can develop highly useful ap-
plications, integration services and mashups28. How-
ever, greater stress on aesthetic appeal of interfaces for
the Semantic Web is essential. This is more urgent as
Semantic Web technologies and Linked Data grows
to a more established and mainstream research direc-
tion — standards such as HTML5, Schema.org and
movements like big data, knowledge graph29, seman-

28As of March 2013, CKAN(http://thedatahub.org/) registered
5216 open datasets including data about railways, census reports,
emission data, meteorology and so on.

29http://www.google.com/insidesearch/features/search/knowledge.html

tic search30 have already been employed to great suc-
cess31. We acknowledge the assertion of Cruesen [15]
as aesthetics being one of the most important factors
that influence product choice. Tracktinsky’s [78] no-
tion of “what is beautiful is usable” stresses the im-
portance of an aesthetically pleasing design in influ-
encing perceived usability — aesthetically pleasing so-
lutions are perceived to be more usable. Our experi-
ence with the user evaluations also noted a similar re-
sponse from users — even when users were unable to
perform tasks, they enjoyed the experience and were
willing to try several times even after many unsuccess-
ful attempts. While most solution developers attempt
to answer the user’s information need at the first few
attempts, it is often possible that the user would need to
re-attempt several times. Our observations noted that
an aesthetic interface helped reduce frustration among
users if they failed to perform tasks after several at-
tempts. Discussions with users also showed that users
tend to remember their experience when an aesthet-
ically pleasing tool is used. Several participants had
shown keen interest in the functioning of the system,
as well as requested for copies of the application de-
ployed on their own datasets. While one might argue
that a positive experience arises out of a combination
of several factors such as functionality, effectiveness,
intuitiveness and so on, we believe that aesthetics has
helped in influencing how users perceived the system.

As described previously, the prime focus of the
approach has always been motivated toward an aes-
thetically pleasing experience. Our investigation into
the literature highlighted several recommendations and

30https://www.facebook.com/about/graphsearch
31http://semanticweb.com/the-semantic-web-has-gone-

mainstream-wanna-bet_b27329
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principles that are relevant to Linked Data exploration,
and the Semantic Web community in general. We dis-
tinguish the design principles into two: general princi-
ples and node-link principles. The most common gen-
eral recommendation that was identified from our lit-
erature survey suggests using interfaces that are well-
balanced, proportional and symmetric. Another com-
mon suggestion is to use a minimalist approach that
can aid in reducing visual clutter. Suggestions to pro-
vide mechanisms to support standard visual informa-
tion seeking tasks have also been recommended. Prin-
ciples such as these can be quickly referenced while
developing prototypes and solutions in order to ensure
an aesthetically pleasing experience. Affective Graphs
was developed starting from the aesthetic principles,
and design decisions were taken to ensure the tool fol-
lows such recommendations.

Following an iterative user-centered development
process, Affective Graphs has been re-designed sev-
eral times, every time as a result of an evaluation or
focus group. After several re-designs, the final version
of the system was objectively evaluated on the basis of
the layout of visual elements on the screen. This lay-
out was compared with 10 other well known interfaces
and research prototypes. The results from this evalu-
ation was highly encouraging, with Affective Graphs
scoring the highest among all the Semantic Web tools.
Such a study had not been conducted in the Semantic
Web community. It is important to understand how vi-
sual elements are arranged in an interface, specifically
because human response to visual objects is dictated
by several properties such as shape, order, symmetry,
balance and so on. We followed such an approach as it
provides a relatively inexpensive way of initially vali-
dating the layout of an interface. The final evaluation
was conducted with 10 expert users where users evalu-
ated the system in three sessions, over a period of three
consecutive days. The aim of this evaluation was to un-
derstand how well users perceive the system and also
how their perception changes over sessions. We anal-
ysed objective and subjective data to gather an under-
standing of how users change their behavior while per-
forming tasks as well as how their judgement of the
system changes as they gain more familiarity with the
system.

Overall, the positive results of the user evaluations
are highly promising and we believe that more fo-
cus should be stressed on aesthetics while develop-
ing tools for the Semantic Web. This is particularly
important at this critical juncture where thousands of
Linked Datasets are being released to the public, to

be exploited. While more work is needed in establish-
ing the role of aesthetics in the Semantic Web com-
munity, we believe this is a step forward and the pos-
itive evaluations with the users and their feedback is
highly encouraging. Future work includes modifying
the context window to provide a greater visibility to
users. Changes in the layout algorithm would also be
investigated. In the future, another interesting study
could be to understand the impact of learnability ses-
sions on users in a much larger scale — to initially
evaluate the system with users and then conduct a
multi-session evaluation for learning, and finally re-
doing initial evaluation to understand how the ses-
sions have impacted use. The most important follow-
up work would be in integrating a dashboard visuali-
sation interface [57,56] with Affective Graphs, where
users can query using the visual approach of Affective
Graphs, and visualise the results in multiple visual per-
spectives of the dashboard.
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Appendix

A. Aesthetic Metrics

The following provides a description and the formu-
lae to calculate the metrics as used in the evaluation.
These definitions and formulae were proposed by Ngo.

Balance is defined as the distribution of optical
weight in a picture, where optical weight is the per-
ception that some objects appear heavier than others.
Larger objects are heavier while smaller objects are
lighter.

Balance = 1−
|BMvertical|+ |BMhorizontal|

2
∈ [0, 1] (1)

Equilibrium represents stabilisation, a midway
center of suspension. It can be defined as equal bal-
ance between opposing force, various visual objects
are centers of forces. A layout is in equilibrium when
its center coincides with the center of the frame.
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Equilibrium = 1−
|EMx|+ |EMy |

2
∈ [0, 1] (2)

Symmetry denotes the balanced distribution of
equivalent elements about a common line. Essentially
representing axial duplication, symmetry defines how
well a unit on one side of the center is replicated on
the other side.

Symmetry = 1−
|SYMv |+ |SYMh|+ |SYMr|

3

∈ [0, 1]

(3)

The measure of sequence relates to the way that vi-
sual objects are positioned in a layout with respect to
the movement of the eye — heavier objects being on
the top left, while lighter and smaller objects at the bot-
tom right.

Sequence = 1−

∑
j=UL,UR,LL,LR

|qj − vj |

8
∈ [0, 1] (4)

Rhythm relates to understand the variety in the ar-
rangement, dimension, number and form of visual ob-
jects within a layout.

Rhythm = 1−
|Rhythmx|+ |Rhythmy + |RhythmArea|

2

∈ [0, 1]

(5)

Cohesion denotes how the aspect ratios of each vi-
sual element relates to the screen’s width and height.

Cohesion =
|CMfl|+ |CMlo|

2
∈ [0, 1] (6)

Unity signifies coherence, where visual elements
appear to belong together, seen together as one thing
— similar sized objects, using less space between ele-
ments, larger margins and so on.

Unity =
|UMform|+ |UMspace|

2
∈ [0, 1] (7)

Order and Complexity is defined as the sum of all
the above measures for a layout.

Order_Complexity =

7∑
i=1

Mi

7
∈ [0, 1] (8)

B. Tasks for User Evaluation

B.1. Simple Tasks (ST)

1. Find the people with first name ‘Knud’.
2. Find the “inproceedings” whose title contains

‘Semantic Search’.
3. Find the organisations whose name contains

‘Karlsruhe’.

B.2. Multiple Attributes Task (MAT)

1. List the name, page and homepage of organisa-
tions.

2. List the name, familyName and status of all peo-
ple.

3. List the location, homepage and summary of all
tutorial events.

B.3. Multiple concepts Task (MCT)

1. List all the conference venues and their meeting
rooms.

2. List the programme committee members and the
conference events they participated at.

3. List all the people who have given keynote talks.

B.4. Complex Task (CT)

1. Find the description and summary of keynote
talks which took place at ‘WWW’ conferences
and the name of the presenter.

2. Find the name, homepage and page of people
who were workshop organisers for a workshop
about ‘Ontology Matching’.

3. Find the page and homepage of each person
whose status is ‘Academia’ and was a chair of a
session event and find its location.
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B.5. Exploratory Task (ET)

1. Imagine you are a young researcher, starting your
career in ‘Ontology alignment’. Since the organ-
isation you are affiliated to conducts research in
a different area, you do not have direct access to
experts in your area of research. The only access
to information is via Affective Graphs, which
provides visual means to look for information.
Using such systems, can you identify a few re-
searchers in the area of your interest and why
have you chosen them?

2. Imagine you are organising a day-long work-
shop on knowledge management in business at
an organisation. As a part of the workshop, there
would be two tutorials from experts. Who are the
experts you would choose and why?
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